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Automated storage and retrieval system for Johma

Context
In the Netherlands Johma is the leader on the salads market. The main competition on this market is
from private labels of the supermarkets. These private labels mainly compete on selling prices. Johma
strives to stay market leader by producing high quality salads and developing new products. The focus
of Johma is on the product development and the production. The external logistics are outsourced to
a company specialized in refrigerated food transportation. The internal logistics of ready products of
the bulk production lines are automated using conveyors and palletizers.
Besides the bulk production lines Johma possesses production lines dedicated to the professional
market and a production line for pilot products. The products from these lines are palletized, stored
and picked from the uniform pallet manually. The picked products are placed on a client-dedicated
pallet; an employee walks through the storage with a pallet and a palmtop. The palmtop contains an
order and the positions of the salads in the order. The employee walks to the position, picks the salad
and places it on the pallet.
The demand for salads depends on the weather and the holidays and internal shelve lives of the
salads are short (days), due to expiration. Therefore the production of salads varies per day and per
week. The demand for personnel varies with the production of salads.
Problem definition
The products produced on the nonbulk production lines are currently manually placed on a pallet. This
pallet is placed on a pallet track using a forklift. At the end of the pallet track the barcode of the
products is scanned and the pallet is labeled by hand. An employee uses a forklift to place the pallet in
the position assigned by the warehouse management system. This position is in the upper locations of
the storage. The floor positions are so-called pick positions. A picker walks through the storage with a
client-dedicated pallet, collecting salads from the pick positions. Once the pick position in empty, the
pallet stored in a high location is placed in the pick position.
Because the salads are first manually placed on a pallet, this pallet is handled three times by an
employee and subsequently the products are picked from the pallet; the feeling is this could be done
more efficiently. It is proposed to automate this process. The automation should lower costs, due to
the lack of required personnel. It also should enhance the production flexibility, because within its
capacity, the automation is always available. Another advantage is relieving of the picking job; the
needs for employees to walk, bend and lift are reduced.
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This research focuses on the internal logistics of the products from the nonbulk production lines at
Johma. It sets requirements for automation, describes alternatives and gives a concept design. For
the concept design the net present value of the automation is derived, on which continuation of the
automation project at Johma can be decided.
Assignment
Analyze the processes of the internal logistics of the products from the nonbulk production lines, set
requirements for automation of these processes, give alternatives for the automation and design a
concept to judge the financial feasibility of automation.
Execution
1. Analyze current processes according to Delft Systems Approach.
2. Describe the boundaries, capacities and sacrifices of the processes that are executed.
3. Collect data relevant for the determination of the process criteria: Effectiveness, Productivity,
Flexibility and Quality of Work.
4. Describe alternatives for the automation of the processes.
5. Design a concept for the automation of the processes.
6. Derive the net present value of the automation.
7. Study relevant literature.

The TU professor,

The TU supervisor,

Prof. ir. J.C. Rijsenbrij

Dr. ir. H.P.M. Veeke

Summary
Johma is the largest and most known preparer of salads in the Netherlands. Johma strives to hold this
position by delivering salads with the best quality over and over again, and by developing new salads.
The focus of the company is therefore on the new product development and the production of the
salads. The external logistics are outsourced to a company specialized in refrigerated food
transportation. The internal logistics of ready products are automated for the bulk production lines.

Besides fourteen bulk production lines, Johma possesses six nonbulk production lines. Salads from
these nonbulk production lines are mostly buckets and portion packs for the professional market. Also
a production line for pilot products is considered a nonbulk production line. The salads filled and
packed on these lines are palletized manually at the end of the production line. Once the pallet is full,
it is transported to a pallet track using a forklift. At the end of the pallet track, in the ready products
storage, the products on the pallet are scanned and the pallet is labeled by hand. An employee uses a
forklift to store the pallet in one of the upper locations in the storage. The floor positions are so-called
pick positions. Pickers pick salads from these positions towards a client-dedicated pallet, according a
pick order. Once the pick position is empty, the pallet stored in an upper location is retrieved and
placed in the pick position. All above mentioned steps in the internal logistics involve labor.

Because the internal logistics are not part of the core of the business and their costs should
consequently be kept to a minimum, the feeling is automation could be beneficial. Johma mentions
three reasons for automation. Firstly automation should lead to cost reduction; the savings on labor
should exceed the investment costs. Secondly the production flexibility should go up; an automated
system is always available within its capacity, opposed to employees. Finally automation should result
in better quality of work, because the pickers do not have to walk anymore. This research answers the
following research questions:
‘What are the alternatives to automate the internal logistics of the products of the nonbulk production

lines at Johma? Does the best alternative have a positive net present value?’
To be able to answer the research questions, requirements for automation are set. The future demand
for salads from the nonbulk production lines is expected to be stable and approximately the same as
in the year from the first of June 2011 till the thirty-first of May 2012. The current production capacity
is satisfying. The required input capacity of the automation is the sum of the maximum output
capacities of the production lines; this is 2*103 order units per hour. The required output capacity is
the maximum output on one day of the researched year, divided by seven picking hours; this is
1.5*103 order units per hour. The required storage capacity is the maximum of the researched year
and is 23*103 order units. The currently used storage space is 219 pallet positions and the currently
used labor for the processes within the boundaries is nine fulltime equivalents.
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Alternatives for the automated storage and retrieval system are: horizontal carousel, lifting beam,
shuttle and miniload. Of the horizontal carousel three systems are required, instead of two systems of
the other alternatives. Presuming the same order of magnitude for the costs of all systems, the
carousel alternative is rejected based on productivity. The beam of the lifting beam system has a
maximum length of ten meters. For flexibility of future expansion of the automated storage and
retrieval system, for example for products from other production lines, the lifting beam system is
rejected. The beam cannot be extended, opposed to the aisles of the miniload and shuttle system.
The choice for miniload or shuttle system is inconclusive based on the provided characteristics.
Because just one manufacturer offers the shuttle system and the miniload system is proven
technology, the miniload is chosen to be in the concept design.

The miniload can handle totes, trays or pallets. For satisfying input and output capacity for all storage
modules two miniloads are required. Pallets have to be stabilized by stretch wraps, resulting in an
additional machine in the return flow from the pick-station. Based on productivity the pallet storage
module is rejected. A pilot is started to deliver salads in crates to supermarkets, instead of on pallets.
These crates have the same dimensions as the totes and the miniload is able to handle both in case a
tote handling system is installed. For flexibility totes are chosen over trays.

A robot cell, transportation system, pick-station and empty totes storage complete the designed
concept. The robot cell places the salads in the totes using a combination of vacuum and clamp
gripper. The transportation system consists of conveyors. At the pick-station pickers retrieve the
salads from the totes and place them on a pallet. If the tote is empty afterwards, it is conveyed to the
empty totes storage, otherwise back to the automated storage and retrieval system. The empty totes
storage buffers empty totes until needed at the robot cell.

The total investment for the automation is € 1 781 388. The cash flows in the first five years after
installment are € 298 970 and € 209 900 in the five years thereafter. After ten years the cash flows
generated by the automation are set to zero. The interest rate for the net present value is set to ten
percent. This together leads to a net present value of - € 153 998 (negative).

Because the automation has a negative net present value the conclusion is to not continue the
automation project. Based on this research the savings on man-hours do not exceed the costs of
automation.
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Summary (in Dutch)
Johma is de grootste en bekendste bereider van salades in Nederland. Johma streeft ernaar deze
positie vast te houden door steeds salades met de hoogste kwaliteit te leveren en door nieuwe
salades te ontwikkelen. De focus van het bedrijf is daarom op het ontwikkelen van nieuwe producten
en de productie van salades. De externe logistiek is uitbesteed aan een bedrijf gespecialiseerd in het
transport van gekoelde voeding. De interne logistiek van gerede producten is geautomatiseerd voor
de bulkproductielijnen.

Naast de veertien bulkproductielijnen beschikt Johma over zes nonbulkproductielijnen. Salades van
deze nonbulkproductielijnen zijn vooral emmers en portieverpakkingen bestemd voor de professionele
markt. Ook een productielijn voor proefproducten is beschouwd als een nonbulkproductielijn. De
salades gevuld en verpakt op deze lijnen worden handmatig gepalletiseerd aan het eind van de
productielijn. De pallet is met een heftruck naar de palletbaan getransporteerd als hij vol is. De
producten op de pallet worden gescand en de pallet wordt met de hand gelabeld aan het eind van de
palletbaan, in het magazijn gereed product. Een werknemer zet de pallet in een van de hoge posities
in het magazijn met een heftruck. De grondposities zijn zogenaamde pickposities. Pickers picken
salades van deze posities en zetten ze op een klantgebonden pallet volgens een pickorder. Als de
pickpositie leeg is, wordt de hoog opgeslagen pallet in de pickpositie gezet. Arbeid is nodig voor alle
hierboven genoemde stappen in de interne logistiek.

Het gevoel is dat automatisering gunstig kan zijn, omdat de interne logistiek geen onderdeel uitmaakt
van de kern van het bedrijf en de kosten ervan daarom tot een minimum beperkt moeten worden.
Johma noemt drie redenen voor automatisering. Ten eerste zou automatisering moeten leiden tot
kostenreductie, de besparingen op arbeid zouden de investeringskosten moeten overstijgen. Ten
tweede zou de productieflexibiliteit omhoog moeten gaan, omdat een geautomatiseerd systeem altijd
beschikbaar is binnen zijn capaciteit, in tegenstelling tot werknemers. Tenslotte zou automatisering
resulteren in betere werkomstandigheden, omdat de pickers niet meer hoeven te lopen. Dit onderzoek
beantwoordt de volgende onderzoeksvragen:

‘Wat zijn de alternatieven om de interne logistiek van producten van de nonbulkproductielijnen bij
Johma te automatiseren? Heeft het beste alternatief een positieve netto contante waarde?’
Om de onderzoeksvragen te beantwoorden zijn eisen voor automatisering opgesteld. De toekomstige
vraag naar salades van de nonbulkproductielijn wordt verwacht stabiel te zijn en ongeveer gelijk aan
het jaar van één juni 2011 tot 31 mei 2012. De huidige productiecapaciteit is voldoende. De
benodigde ingangscapaciteit van de automatisering is de som van de maximale uitgangscapaciteiten
van de productielijnen, dit is 2*103 ordereenheden per uur. De benodigde uitgangscapaciteit is de
maximale uitvoer op een dag in het onderzochte jaar gedeeld door zeven pickuren, dit is 1,5*103
ordereenheden per uur. De benodigde opslagcapaciteit is het maximum van het onderzochte jaar en is
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23*103 ordereenheden. De op dit moment gebruikte opslagruimte is 219 palletposities en de huidige
gebruikte arbeid voor de processen binnen de grenzen is negen voltijdequivalenten.

Alternatieven voor het geautomatiseerde opslag- en ophaalsysteem zijn: horizontale carrousel,
hefbalk, shuttle en miniload. Drie systemen van de horizontale carrousel zijn nodig, in plaats van twee
systemen van de andere alternatieven. Aangenomen dat de kosten voor alle systemen dezelfde orde
van grootte hebben, is de carrousel afgewezen op basis van productiviteit. De balk van het
hefbalksysteem heeft een maximale lengte van tien meter. Op basis van flexibiliteit voor toekomstige
uitbreiding van het geautomatiseerde opslag- uithaalsysteem, bijvoorbeeld voor producten van andere
productielijnen, is het hefbalksysteem afgewezen. De balk kan niet verlengd worden, in tegenstelling
tot de gangen van het miniload- of shuttlesysteem. De keuze tussen het miniload- of shuttlesysteem is
niet beslissend op basis van de verschafte karakteristieken. Omdat slechts één fabrikant het
shuttlesysteem aanbiedt en het miniloadsysteem bewezen technologie is, is het miniload systeem
gekozen in het conceptontwerp.

De miniload kan bakken, trays of pallets hanteren. Voor alle opslagmodules zijn twee miniloads nodig
voor voldoende capaciteit. Pallets moeten met rekfolie gestabiliseerd worden, wat resulteert in een
extra machine in de terugstroom van het pickstation. Gebaseerd op productiviteit is de pallet
opslagmodule afgewezen. Een proef is begonnen om salades in kratten aan supermarkten te leveren,
in plaats van op pallets. Deze kratten hebben dezelfde afmetingen als de bakken en de miniload kan
beiden hanteren als een systeem dat bakken hanteert is geïnstalleerd. Voor flexibiliteit zijn bakken
verkozen boven trays.

Een robotcel, transportsysteem, pickstation en lege-bakkenopslag completeren het conceptontwerp.
De robotcel plaatst de salades in de bakken met een combinatie van vacuüm- en klemgrijper. Het
transportsysteem bestaat uit transportbanden. Op het pickstation halen picker de salades uit de
bakken en plaatsen ze op een pallet. Als de bak daarna leeg is gaat hij naar de lege-bakkenopslag en
anders terug naar het geautomatiseerde opslag- en uithaalsysteem. De lege-bakkenopslag buffert de
lege bakken tot ze weer nodig zijn in de robotcel.

De totale investering voor de automatisering bedraagt € 1 781 388. De kasstromen in the eerste vijf
jaar na installatie zijn € 298 970 en € 209 900 in de vijf jaren daarna. Na tien jaar zijn de door
automatisering gegenereerde kasstromen op nul gezet. De rentevoet voor de netto contante waarde
is op tien procent gesteld. Dit tezamen levert een netto contante waarde van - € 153 998 (negatief).

Omdat de automatisering een negatieve netto contante waarde heeft is de conclusie om niet door te
gaan met het automatiseringsproject. Gebaseerd op dit onderzoek overstijgen de besparing op
manuren de kosten voor automatisering niet.
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1 Introduction
The profit margin for fast moving consumer goods is relatively small. The term fast moving consumer
goods refers to those retail goods that are generally replaced or fully used up over a short period of
days, weeks, or months, and within one year (Wikipedia, 2012). Johma is a supplier of fast moving
consumer goods with their salads.

The raw materials costs and personnel costs account for seventy percent of the cost price of the
salads. However this number is known, the direct costs of the personnel per salad are not. The
personnel costs consist of employees blending, filling and packing the salads and personnel
responsible for the internal logistics.

The internal logistics are mostly performed manually. From the palletizing of salads for storage to the
picking in the warehouse, physical labor is needed in the current situation. The picking is considered a
burden, because it involves walking and lifting.

Because the salads have an internal shelf life of just a few days and the sales are highly dependent on
the weather and holidays, the production strongly varies over the days and weeks. The need for
personnel therefore also varies.

The feeling is automation could solve above-mentioned three points: lowering the personnel costs,
relieving the picking job and creating more production flexibility. To confirm this feeling or to prove
wrong research has to be done.

The main research question is:

‘What are the alternatives to automate the internal logistics of the products of the nonbulk production

lines at Johma? Does the best alternative have a positive net present value?’
To be able to give alternatives for automation and choose from them, first requirements have to be
defined.

In chapter 2 a detailed description of Johma and its production process is given. Chapter 3 analyzes
the current situation and defines requirements for automation. The problem is defined in chapter 4.
Design criteria are given in chapter 4.1, while in chapter 5 alternatives for the processes that are
automated are compared. Chapter 6 shows a concept design. The concept design is simulated in
chapter 7. The financial side of the project is treated in chapter 8. The conclusions of the research are
in chapter 9.
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2 Description Johma
This chapter describes the company that is subject of the research,
namely Johma. Johma is the largest and most known preparer of
salads in the Netherlands. Paragraph 2.1 gives more details of the
company and describes its core business. In paragraph 2.2 the
production process that is used to prepare the salads is described.
Paragraph 2.3 overviews the positioning of the production. In
paragraph 2.4 the different products produced on the nonbulk production lines are described.

2.1 Core of the Company
Ever since 1968 the tastiest fresh salads are from the kitchen of Johma. Only one goal is aimed for by
making the salads: Johma has to be the tastiest of all! That is why only the best ingredients are used
in the salads. Besides the well-known bread and toast salads of the A-brand Johma, the meal salads,
portion salads, dishes and quiches, also private label salads are prepared in Losser, home of Johma
(Johma, 2012). This way everyone knows Johma from the supermarket.

Johma also is the brand for the professional user with Johma Foodservice. This branch too has an
extensive variety of salads. Besides salads containing potatoes, Johma Foodservice offers crudités,
pasta salads and bread salads, specially developed for several moments of use and applications.
(Johma Foodservice, 2012)

The core business of the company is the preparation of salads. Delivering the best quality the
consumer expects of Johma over and over again. Besides that, day in day out a team is responsible
for the development of new salads and improvements. Johma wants to be innovative and address and
convince a broad and new audience of their products.

To get the salads to the consumer logistics are necessary. The external logistics are outsourced to a
company with experience in the field of refrigerated transport. The internal logistics, from the packing
of the salads to the storage and finally to the truck, are mainly performed by personnel hired from an
in-house employment agency. The philosophy behind this is that the own personnel of Johma are as
much as possible performing the core activity: the preparing and developing of salads.
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2.2 Production Process
The aim of this paragraph is to give an overview of the steps taken to get from the ingredients and
empty packaging to client-dedicated pallets with several packed salads. In Figure 2-1 an overview of
the production process is sketched.

Fill/
pack
Ingredients
storage

Blend
Ready
Products
Storage

Packaging
storage
Fill/
Pack

Figure 2-1: Overview production process
The storages for ingredients and packaging are situated next to each other. This way the supply is
grouped. The packaging is, when needed, directly transported to the production lines where it is filled
with salads. The ingredients are first blended according recipe, in batches up to six hundred
kilograms. After this a funnel is filled with the salad resulting from the blending. The funnel is
transported to one of the production lines and hoisted. When the production line is set, so the right
expiration date, portioning, etcetera are entered, the filling and packing process begins. This process
is shown in Figure 2-2.

Figure 2-2: Production process: blending, hoisting funnel, filling, collo
2013.TEL.7754
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At the end of the production line the salads in their packaging are placed on a pallet, creating a
uniform pallet with all the same salads. This pallet is transported to the ready products storage, where
it is shelved in one of the higher locations. The locations at floor level are so-called pick positions.
There from the salads for the client-dedicated pallets are picked. Once the pick position is empty, the
higher stored pallet is retrieved and placed in the pick position. The above is shown in Figure 2-3.

Figure 2-3: Clockwise starting top left: palletizing, storing, pick position, client-dedicated
pallet
The planning department makes production orders for the blending and production. Based on stock
level, orders and forecasting, the production quantities are derived. A backward planning method is
used. The desired stock level is determined, leading to the quantity that has to be produced, which
then leads to the number of batches that have to be blended.

The expedition department is responsible for the retrieving of salads from the ready products storage.
The client order is, at its due date, compared to the stock level. If the quantity of ordered products is
in stock, a pick order is made. The order is picked according this pick order and placed in the truck. If
the ordered quantity is not in stock, this is briefed to the customer.

The above is displayed in the PROPER model in Figure 2-4 (Veeke, 2008, p.100). The use of resources
is left out of the scope, because the availability of personnel and machines is assumed to be always
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satisfying once the production order is made, as the moment the production order is planned for is

Date

Order
forecast

based on the capacity of the blend and fill function and personnel can be hired.

Order
buffer

Make production
order

Make pick
order

Orders

Handled
orders

Blend
Ingredients

Fill

Storage
ready
products

Finished pick order

Pick or der

Stock level

Stock level

Finished pr. order

Production order

Finished pr. order

Production order

Not in stock

Pick
Salads

Packaging

Figure 2-4: Order and material flow PROPER model
The boundary of the scope is around the actual production and collection of salads. The functions as
for example selling of the salads, buying the ingredients and delivery to the customer are left out, also
the production control and corresponding requirements are ignored, both to leave a clear picture of
the researched subject.

Thin arrows represent information; wide arrows are more physical flows. Triangles are buffers;
rectangles functions and the round shape with a line across holds the incoming flow until a
precondition is met.

The top white arrow in the figure represents the order flow. Based on the incoming orders, the order
forecast and the current stock level; production orders are made for the blending and filling functions.
The orders stay in the system until they reach their due date. Once that date has come, a pick order
is made. For this, the order quantity is again compared with the current stock level. If the ordered
quantity is in stock, the order is converted into a pick order; otherwise the remaining, not in stock,
ordered quantity is reported to the customer. The progress of the blending, filling and picking function
can be monitored.

The bottom dark arrow represents the material flow. According to the production order, the
ingredients are blended and thereafter the packaging is filled. The salads are transported to the
storage, staying there until an order comes in to pick the salads.
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2.3 Overview Production
The blending of the ingredients is done in one of three kitchens, each dedicated to a certain range of
products. After this the salads are transported to one of the twenty production lines. The packaging is
transported from the central packaging storage to the production lines. The production lines are
dedicated to a certain number of types of packaging. In Figure 2-5 an overview of the placement of
the production lines is sketched.
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pallet

Line 20

pallet

Line 12

pallet

Line 15

pt2

Pallet track

pt6/7

pallet track

Line 17

Line 19

pt14

pallet

pallet

pallet

pt1

pallet

pt24

pallet

pallet
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pallet

Line 5

Line 2

Line 3

Line 9

Line 14

Line 7

Line 6

Line 1

Line 24

Line 23

21

Line 10

Line 8

Line 22

pallet

Figure 2-5: Sketch placement production lines
The kitchens where the salads are blended are positioned right of the figure. Below the figure is an
oblong corridor through which the funnels with salads can be transported to each production line. The
production lines in the bottom of the figure, twenty-two to five, from left to right, are the so-called
bulk production lines. On these lines large batches of the salads that are ordered in large quantities
are made. Most of these lines are connected with a palletizer by belt conveyors, marked by ‘pt’ in the
center of the figure. Only one operator is running such a line. The process of palletizing is automated
and the uniform pallet, so with all the same salads, automatically ends on the pallet track. Plans are to
automate the other of the bottom fourteen lines on short term, plans are made and tenders
compared.
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The production lines on the right of the figure are shorter lines. Lower quantities and more varieties
are made. The packed salads are palletized by hand. The pallets that are palletized by hand are
transported by forklift to the same pallet track as the automatically palletized pallets.

At the end of the pallet track, above the figure, the pallets are scanned into the stock database and
placed in the storage.

As stated in paragraph one of this chapter the core business of the company is the innovation and
production of salads, the personnel involved in internal logistics has to be kept to a minimum.
Therefore this research focuses on the production lines right in Figure 2-5 and the internal logistics
afterwards.

2.4 Products
One hundred thirteen different products are produced on the production lines of the nonbulk
production lines. Each product has its own unique, six digits, article number. These products can be
categorized in fifteen categories. This categorization is done based on the packaging; within a
category each packaging has the same dimensions, the only difference is the salad that is inside and
therefore the article number.

Because of the dimensions of the different categories, they can only be made on one production line.
In Table 2.1 below, the number of the production line, the categories dedicated to that line, the
dimensions of the packaging, a picture of an order unit from the category and the article numbers in
the category are shown. The dimensions and mass of the order unit are given; this can differ from a

Width
(mm)

Height
(mm)

Mass (g)

Qizini

Length
(mm)

4

Category

Production
Line

consumer unit, because some order units consist of multiple consumer units.

280

Round

265

10377

Article Numbers

304411
570411
571411
618005
618006
618007
4

Professional
5kg

240

Round

174

5213
100310
125310
126310
127310
136310
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178310
180310
189310
190310

16

4

Xxx

240

Round

174

5213
361312
361325
363319

4

Horesca

240

Round

175

5710
371310
386310

4

4

Professional
2.5kg

200

ARO

200

Round

138

2638
100250
125250
126250
127250
175250
177250
188250

200

126

189250
268250
282250
284250
288250
376250
418250

419250
425250
700250
707250
708250
709250

2664
104260
189260
367260
383260

4

Hamal

200

140

95

1570
282135
284135
288135

4

Cold Dish

255

395

76

3225
130920

19/17

Baker Bart

400

600

177

10062
294111
476111
574111
577111
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19/17

19/17

15

World Wide

Gourmet

Trio

160

200

360

265

140

180

100

95

100

7619
738150
739180
740180
741180
742180
743180
744180

745180
746180
747150
748150
749150
750150
751150

752180
753180

101002
102002
104002
106002
107002
108002
110002

112002
115002
117002
119002
121002
123002
127002

134002
135002
136002
143002
144002
156002
165002

1570

246002
287002
438002
441002
443002
444002
445002
605002

1110
610020
610021

12

Portion Pack

297

140

59

687
106445
156445
163445
170445
171445
210445
474445

20

20

Coleslaw
Portion

250

Portion Beef
Salad

355

168

51

475445
476445
478445
502445

567
288235

260

56

1849
363392
363394

Table 2.1: Products of the nonbulk production lines per category
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3 Analysis
The previous chapter describes the company Johma. In the first paragraph of that chapter is stated
that the core of the business is to deliver the best salads, to improve those and develop new. In the
following paragraphs the production process is described. It seems that, however it is not the core
business, a number of employees is involved in the internal logistics. The feeling is that automation
could help to focus on the core of the business.

In this chapter the boundary of the research is determined in paragraph 3.1. The processes within the
boundaries are described in paragraph 3.2. Paragraph 3.3 gives the capacities the design should be
able to handle: input, output and storage capacity. The storage space currently used to store the
pallets is described in paragraph 3.4. The labor performed for internal logistics is quantified in
paragraph 3.5.

3.1 System Boundary
Since the core of the business is to deliver, develop and innovate salads, the logistics should cost as
little attention from personnel as possible. The production lines for large quantities of salads, lines
twenty-two to five in Figure 2-5, are already automated and controlled by only one operator, or this is
planned in the near future. These lines therefore are outside the scope of the research. The remaining
production lines, right in Figure 2-5, are subject of the research. The production lines are numbered:
four, nineteen, seventeen, fifteen, twelve and twenty. Line nineteen and seventeen share a packing
line, so these lines will be referred to as nineteen/seventeen. The combination of the six filling and
five packing lines will be referred to as fill/pack two, in contrary to fill/pack one, which contains the
other, the bulk production lines. All salads from fill/pack two are palletized by hand.

Between the filling part of the production lines and the packing part, there is a wall that separates the
open from the closed salads to ensure high hygiene standards. The entry boundary of the research is
at the closed salads. The production orders and stock level policy are left outside the scope. The
production orders are handled by the filling part of the production line. The flow of salads is the only
incoming flow for the packing part of the production line. The salads are already closed and labeled.

At the other end of the internal logistic chain a customer-dedicated pallet is placed in a section where
all pallets for that customer are grouped and ready for transport. Because the section varies from day
to day in size and position, depending on the time and order quantity, this is left outside the scope.
The boundary of the research is drawn at presenting customer-dedicated pallets at a certain spot. An
employee can pick up the pallet from there using a forklift and place it in the right section.

Summarizing the above the boundaries of the research are drawn around:
-

Production lines 4, 19/17, 15, 12, 20

-

From packing to customer-dedicated pallet
2013.TEL.7754
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3.2 Processes
In this paragraph the functions that are inside the boundaries and the flows that go through the
boundaries are described.

The palletizing of salads from the production lines can be erroneously seen as a function (Veeke,
2008, p.21). This, however, is a task. The palletizing is just done to be able to transport and store the
salads. On the other hand, the palletizing at the end of the chain, to create a customer-dedicated
pallet, is a function; it adds value to the product for the customer. The palletizing of salads after the
production line is not necessary for the new design, but the creation of a customer-dedicated pallet is.
Palletizing the salads before storage is therefore left out of the process scheme in Figure 3-1.

Transportation of the salads to the storage does not add value for the customer, but is necessary
because there is no space near the production lines to store the salads. Keeping stock itself does add
value, because it ensures a high reliability of delivery. The salads are made in batches. Converting the
production lines between salads costs time and leads to a loss of product, because of the cleaning.
There is a trade-off between the costs for keeping stock and conversion costs. This is left outside the
scope of the research, so the number of salads produced and stored are a given.

To get the salads in the storage, there has to be a store function. This function should get information
about where to put the salads and feed that information back.

A warehouse management system is required to keep up the stocks of the salads. This information is
used by the planning department to create production orders and by the expedition department to
deliver to the customer according order.

The salads have to be retrieved from the storage at some time. This function needs information from
the customer order about how many of which salads have to be retrieved. Also the position the salad
is stored is required. The system that keeps track of the position also has to make sure the oldest
salads are delivered first, to satisfy the first in first out policy, which is there because of the short
shelve life of the salads.

Once retrieved from the storage the salads have to be placed on a pallet. To distinguish the pallet
during external logistics it has to be labeled. For this label, information from the customer order is
needed. The pallet is provided with a stretch-wrap to enhance its stability.

In Figure 3-1 below, the functions are drawn with their information supply (thin arrows). The salads
flow from left to right (wide arrow). Somewhere in the pallet assembly function a pallet has to come
in too, this is not drawn in the figure. The information about the position of the salads in the storage
can stay within the boundaries. The quantity of stock has to pass the boundary to the outside; the
information of the ordered quantity and the customer details have to get in.
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Store

Storage
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Figure 3-1: Process scheme

3.3 Required Capacity
None of the products of production lines four, nineteen/seventeen or twelve are sold to supermarkets,
but are all delivered to professional users. Together these products form ninety percent of the total
deliveries from fill/pack two. The products from production lines fifteen and twenty are delivered to
supermarkets, but this is ten percent of the total production of fill/pack two. The professional market
is less sensitive to marketing and weather influences; therefore the forecast is the demand for salads
from the nonbulk production lines will be stable in the future. A random year from the past is
representative for the required demand of the future. The required capacities can be based on the
current situation.

Three types of capacity can be distinguished from the automation point of view: the input capacity,
the output capacity and the storage capacity. The input capacity is determined by the salads produced
on the production lines that flow into the system; the output capacity of the production lines is the
input capacity of the automation. The output capacity of the automation is determined by the orders
from customers. The transportation to customers is done via routing and trucks leave at fixed time
slots. Therefore the required input and output capacity differ. The input is a more stable flow, while
the output shows more and higher peaks. The storage capacity is determined by the reliability of
delivery policy. A trade-off exists between the reliability of delivery and the amounts of products that
have to be discarded because of exceeding the internal shelve life. A certain second shelve life of the
products is demanded when arriving at the customers. This policy is outside the scope of this
research.

Because the policy for reliability of delivery and the policy of production quantities are outside the
scope of the research and the sold quantities of products made on fill/pack two are not expected to
change significantly over time; historical data for the future demand can be used. The year chosen for
the research starts at the first of June 2011 and ends at the thirty-first of May 2012.
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3.3.1 Input capacity
The required input capacity of the process as described in paragraph 3.2 is derived by calculating the
maximum production capacity of the production lines. The maximum production capacity depends on
the cycle times and batch sizes. After each batch the operator of the production line needs a resetting
time of ten minutes. The cycle times of the production lines determine the production times of
batches. Counting the number of batches plus resetting times that fit in an hour calculates the
theoretical maximum production capacity per hour. In Table 3.1 below, the theoretical maximum

Production Line

Category

Maximum production
capacity (order units
per hour)

Maximum batch size
(order units)

Theoretical maximum
production capacity
(order units per hour)

capacity is given per category per hour in order units.

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
19/17
19/17
19/17
15
12
20
20

Qizini
Professional 5kg
Xxx
Horesca
Professional 2.5kg
ARO
Hamal
Cold Dish
Baker Bart
World Wide
Gourmet
Trio
Portion Pack
Coleslaw Portion
Portion Beef Salad

300
540
540
540
600
540
300
90
225
1800
1800
300
760
400
170

30
128
117
119
256
249
168
193
38
65
69
495
521
529
428

100
270
270
270
400
360
200
90
112.5
300
300
300
521
400
170

Table 3.1: Theoretical maximum production capacity per category per hour
Per production line only one category can be produced at the same time. Summing the maximum
production capacities per production line derives the required input capacity; this results in
approximately 2*103 order units per hour.

3.3.2 Output capacity
The future demand is based on historical data retrieved from the warehouse management system.
The registering of output in this system is per second; at the time the employee starts picking that
specific product. However, the time needed to move all the products to the client-dedicated pallet is
not measured. When plotted per second this would lead to high peaks in short time spans. Therefore
the values in the database are summed per hour, this gives realistic numbers. Two properties can be
distinguished: the maximum amount of order units per hour put out and an average output per hour,
based on an estimated picking time of seven hours. The maximum output per hour gives the amount
of order units retrieved from the storage during the busiest hour on a day. The average output per
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hour is the total amount of order units put out per day divided by seven. For each day of the
researched year these numbers are derived and placed in a matrix in appendix B1: Output Matrix
Order Units.

The maximum and the average output per hour are plotted per day in Figure 3-2. On the x-axis the
date is shown and on the y-axis the quantity of order units per hour.
Output
max

total / 7

Quantity (order units per hour)

3000
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20120127

20120115

20120103

20111222

20111210

20111128

20111116

20111104

20111023

20111011

20110929

20110917

20110905

20110824

20110812

20110731

20110719

20110707

20110625

20110613

20110601

0

Date (year-month-day)

Figure 3-2: Properties output plotted per day
In the current situation products are stored on a pallet. In some cases, if allowed by the first in first
out policy, a full stored pallet can be delivered to a customer. These cases cover seventeen percent of
the total products delivered from fill/pack two. The delivery of full pallets leads to high peaks in the
output numbers. Most pick orders however consist of low quantities of different products.

The maximum output is 2641 units per hour; the maximum average is at 1492 order units per hour.
Because the automation should be able to assemble all orders within seven hours, the required output
capacity is approximately 1.5*103 order units per hour.

3.3.3 Storage capacity
The required storage capacity depends on the storage policy that is chosen, for example dedicated or
random storage or storage dedicated to a category of products. The possibilities for storage policy
depend on the concept for storage. Because space is scarce and the storage and retrieval will be
automated, the storage is so-called random. For random storage the maximum of the total stored
products is derived in appendix C1: Storage Matrix Order Units. In Figure 3-3 the graph for the total
number of order units kept in stock is plotted per day. This is shown per category to give an indication
of the division of products over the categories. In Table 3.2 the maximum stock level in the
researched year is shown per category.
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Figure 3-3: Total stock level plotted per day
The relative dips in the graph are the stock quantities on Sundays. No products are produced during
the weekends at fill/pack two, but paragraph 3.3.2 shows there are outputs, resulting in dips in the
stock level.
The maximum total stock level is approximately 23*103 order units, the required storage capacity in
the case of random storage. This stock level is mainly dominated by the categories, from top to
bottom, Portion Pack, Gourmet, Professional 2.5kg and Professional 5kg. Because Trio is a new
category, the contribution is less obvious, but when looked closely to the youngest dates, this
category has its share too. This division can also be seen from Table 3.2 where the maximum stock
level per category is shown.
Category
Qizini
Professional 5kg
Xxx
Horesca
Professional 2.5kg
ARO
Hamal
Cold Dish
Baker Bart
World Wide
Gourmet
Trio
Portion Pack
Coleslaw Portion
Portion Beef Salad

Maximum
(order units)
504
2946
1332
184
4782
1252
1345
489
190
1946
5122
5043
11141
95
465

Table 3.2: Maximum stock level per category
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3.4 Currently used Storage Space
The products are currently stored on pallets. The storage data from the warehouse management
system are placed in a matrix, a column per product and a date per row. To derive the storage space
used, the number of products per pallet, depending on the product category, divides each entry of the
matrix. The rows are summed and the results are plotted in a graph shown in Figure 3-4. The
maximum is at 219 stored pallets. The storage space currently used for the products of fill/pack two is
219 pallet positions.
Number of pallets in storage
250

Quantity (pallets)

200
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50
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0
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Figure 3-4: Number of pallets stored, plotted per day

3.5 Currently used Labor
At the end of the nonbulk production lines (fill/pack two), the products are manually placed on a
pallet. The pallet is placed on the pallet track using a forklift. At the end of the pallet track an
employee scans the products on the pallet with a handheld scanner and labels the pallet. The pallet is
placed in an upper location in the storage. A picker picks products from the pick locations in the
storage. Once the pick position is empty, a pallet from the upper locations is retrieved and placed in
the pick position. All these steps involve labor. How much labor is used is calculated in this paragraph.

The man-hours used per production line are based on historical data; from this is known how many
kilograms of salads are produced per man-hour. This differs per production line. The mass of the
products produced in the researched year is divided by the average kilograms per man-hour; the total
number of man-hours in the researched year per production line is then known. Not all man-hours can
be saved by automation, only the employees on the packing side of the production line are
superfluous, the operators on the filling side of the production line are outside the boundary of
automation and are still needed. Dividing the superfluous by the total number of employees per
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production gives the ratio of man-hours that are saved by the automation. In Table 3.3 the number of
the production line is shown and the number of kilograms produced, the kilograms per man-hour, the
total man-hours, the ratio and the used man-hours. For production line fifteen no man-hours are
shown, because no historical data exist and the production line is used for pilot products.

Production
line
4
19
17
15
12
20
Total

Kilograms produced
per year
1433977
231315
528656
339823
35981
2569751

Kilograms per
man-hour
297
65
120
89
49
-

Total manhours per year
4828
3559
4405
3818
734
17345

Ratio
1/2
1/2
1/2
5/6
2/3
1/3
-

Man-hours within the
boundary per year
2414
1779
2203
2545
245
9187

Table 3.3: Labor used per production line
The palletizing of the products takes 9187 man-hours per year, as can be seen from the table.

When the pallet near the production line is full, another employee places the pallets on the pallet track
using a forklift. This takes sixty seconds on average. In the researched year 14278 pallets of salads
are produced, dividing this by sixty results in 238 man-hours per year.

At the end of the pallet track it takes ten seconds on average to scan and label the pallets. To place
the pallets in the upper locations in the storage takes one hundred and eighty seconds. Together this
is 190 seconds. The 14278 pallets are multiplied by 190 seconds and divided by 3600 seconds per
hour, resulting in 754 man-hours per year.

Some of the pallets stored are retrieved as a whole. The majority is placed in the pick position at the
floor of the storage. From these pick positions the order units are picked onto a customer-dedicated
pallet. It takes an employee with a forklift 180 seconds on average to place a pallet in a pick position
and three hundred seconds to retrieve a pallet, label it and transport it to expedition for shipment. Of
the total of 14278 pallets, 2221 were retrieved and shipped as a whole and 12057 were moved to the
pick positions resulting in 185 and 603 man-hours per year, respectively.

The 12057 pallets in the pick positions consist of 1224898 order units. An order picker picks two
hundred order units per hour on average, corresponding to eighteen seconds per order unit. Pickers
use 6124 man-hours of picking time per year.

The total labor currently used for the internal logistics of the products of the nonbulk production lines
is 17*103 man-hours per year, approximately nine full-time equivalents.
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4 Problem Definition
As mentioned in paragraph 2.3, salads from
several production lines are palletized by hand
(Figure 4-1). An employee using a forklift
transports the pallets to the pallet track. The
products on the pallet are scanned at the end
and labeled manually. After that the pallet is
picked up with a forklift and stored high in the
storage. From the pick positions the salads are
collected according pick order. Once this pick
position is empty, the high stored pallet is
placed in the pick position. Employees perform
all aforementioned steps, corresponding to

Figure 4-1: Palletizing by hand

nine full-time equivalents.

The salads are manually placed on a pallet, this pallet is handled three times by an employee and
subsequently the products are picked from the pallet. The feeling is this could be done more
efficiently. It is proposed to automate this process. The automation should lower costs, due to the
lack of required personnel. It also should enhance the production flexibility, because within its
capacity, the automation is always available. Another advantage is relieving of the picking job; the
needs for employees to walk, bend and lift are reduced.

There are three reasons for automation given by Johma:
-

Cost reduction

-

More flexibility

-

Better quality of work

The personnel costs are a substantial part of the cost price of the salads. The design should lower the
costs, or at least stay at the same level. It is the most important reason for automation of these three
and taken into account in the design criteria in the productivity. Put otherwise: the design should have
a positive net present value. The net present value of the concept design is calculated in paragraph
8.3. In the net present value the initial investment is compared to future cash flows generated by that
investment. Whether the design has a positive net present value is leading for the advice to continue
or abort the automation project.

The selling of salads is highly dependent on the season and the weather; thus the need for personnel
in the current situation too. Automation should increase the production flexibility, because the
dependency on personnel is less. Up to its maximum capacity, an automated system is always
available. Humans are more flexible compared to automation in performing different tasks, however,
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the automation has to be able to handle a wide variety of products. This criterion is taken into account
in the flexibility criterion and in the concept design in paragraph 6.3.

The picking process is physical intensive work. Walking, bending and lifting are needed to collect the
salads. Automation would at least ease this, depending on the grade of automation. In a fully
automated system no human physical work is done. In a partly automated system the physical labor is
kept at a minimum and optimized. This reason for automation is converted to a design criterion
named quality of work and mentioned in the concept design in paragraph 6.4.

From the feeling automation could be beneficial and analysis as described in chapter 3, the actual
problem can be defined. This is: what are the possibilities to automate the processes starting at the
end of the nonbulk production lines and ending with the picking in the storage? And: is this beneficial
in monetary terms?

Therefore this research answers the following main research questions:

What are the alternatives to automate the internal logistics of
the products of the nonbulk production lines at Johma? Does
the best alternative have a positive net present value?
Main research questions

The design criteria the alternatives have to satisfy are set in paragraph 4.1, including the effectiveness
criterion derived from the required capacities as described in paragraph 3.3. The alternatives for the
process steps in the automation are given and compared on these design criteria in chapter 5. A
concept is designed of the best alternatives in chapter 6. In chapter 8 the net present value of the
concept design is derived.
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4.1 Design Criteria
This paragraph converts the reasons for automation, mentioned in the problem definition, into design
criteria. In the design criteria the capacity requirements obtained in chapter three are summarized and
thereby defines design criteria for the alternatives of automation. To judge a design and to compare
alternatives, the next five key performance indicators are used: effectiveness, productivity, flexibility,
controllability of the system and quality of work (in ‘t Veld, 1992). In this paragraph each criterion is
explained and set, starting with effectiveness and ending with quality of work. The criteria are
described ranked on importance, starting with effectiveness, which is the far most important criterion
and ending with quality of work, which has the least importance for the design.

Effectiveness
An alternative has to be checked for its effectiveness first. This decides whether the alternative can
reach its intended result. If the required effectiveness cannot be reached, the alternative is not able to
fulfill the function it is designed for and is therefore no longer an alternative.

Effectiveness [1] is defined as expected result (Rexpected) divided by the intended result (Rintended)
(Veeke, 2008). The intended result is the result that is desired from the automation (capacity in
paragraph 3.3). The expected result should always exceed the intended result; otherwise the design
does not fulfill its purpose. This means the effectiveness should always be greater than one.

Effectiveness = Rexpected / Rintended

[1]

Three intended results are distinguished: the input capacity, the output capacity and the storage
capacity. The effectiveness for the alternatives should be measured for all three results, leading to
three effectiveness parameters: the input effectiveness (effectivenessinput), the output effectiveness
(effectivenessoutput) and the storage effectiveness (effectivenessstorage), which all have to be greater
than one. This means the expected capacities of the alternative should exceed, or be equal to, the
intended capacities.
Capacityinput, expected > 2*103 order units per hour
Capacityoutput, expected > 1.5*103 order units per hour
Capacitystorage, expected > 23*103 order units stored

Productivity
After been checked for the effectiveness criteria, the alternatives have to be compared on their
sacrifices (Veeke, 2008). Productivity [2] is the relationship between results and sacrifices. The
productivity is defined as the intended result (Rintended) divided by the expected sacrifices (Sexpected).

Productivitytheoretical = Rintended / Sexpected

[2]
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The expected sacrifices are the operational costs plus the depreciations. The alternative with the
highest productivity is preferred. The theoretical productivity here is basically a choice for the lowest
costs, considering alternatives having satisfying effectiveness.

Flexibility
Flexibility denotes the ability of quick response to changes. Three types of changes in the system can
be identified: change of product, change of process and change of layout. This results in three types
of flexibility: product flexibility, process flexibility and layout flexibility, respectively, according to
(Bikker, 2002). The process flexibility is in this research not applicable, because the steps in the
process are: transporting, storing, retrieving and palletizing. The order of these steps will not change
over time. Therefore no changes in the grouping or sequencing of the machines will occur, so layout
flexibility is also disregarded.

Product flexibility is the ability to quickly react to changes in the products or the demand for different
product types. For the design in this research this is very important, because at least once a year a
new or adapted product has to be processed. As a matter of fact, during the research, the product
type ‘Trio’ was added to the product mix, while the type ‘Coleslaw Portion’ was removed from the
considered production lines.

Controllability of the system
This criterion defines how well the designed system can be controlled. How much effort has to be
done to control for example the lead-time or the stock level. The aforementioned effectiveness,
productivity and flexibility have to be controlled according to standards set in the policy. The layout of
the designed system is the decisive factor for limiting the burden to control. A clearly structured
design limits the control complexity.

For the design in this research it is important to be able to track and trace the products in the system,
to control the input and output, and to monitor and control the stock levels, including shelve lives.
Examples for these are the number and type of products on a conveyor belt, the possibility to bypass
products, the way products can be rejected from the system in case of defects, accessibility and
redundancy in case of malfunctioning, and signaling when stock levels fall below a set minimum.

Above are criteria for control loops that always have to be designed, but alternatives can be compared
for their clear structure, easing the control.

Quality of work
Quality of work is about the burden an employee experiences. In the case of this research one of the
goals of the design is to automate functions, because of the physical labor of storing, retrieving and
picking. Especially the picking involves walking and lifting. The quality of work has to be increased by
automating.
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5 Solution Alternatives
This chapter gives alternatives for the several tasks the automation has to perform. The tasks are: the
transportation to the storage, storing, retrieving and assembling of a client-dedicated pallet.

Before storing, the products could be placed on or in a storage module, to relieve the storing and
retrieving capacity. There are several alternatives for this task, depending on the module chosen. The
choice of the storage module determines the required capacity of the storing and retrieving tasks.

In paragraph 5.1 alternatives for the storage modules are given. In paragraph 5.2 are alternatives for
the transportation system. Paragraph 5.3 describes different possibilities for the placing of products in
or on a carrier. Paragraph 5.4 provides alternatives for the storing and retrieving tasks, while in
paragraph five alternatives are given for the pallet-assembling task. Paragraph 5.6 overviews the
chosen alternatives.

5.1 Storage Module
Several alternatives are suitable to store the salads; the salads can be stored:
-

Individually

-

In a tote or carton

-

As a pallet layer on a tray

-

On a pallet

The above alternatives are given in order of size, starting at the smallest. Beneath the storage
modules are described in more detail. Also the resulting required input, output and storage capacity of
the storage and retrieval system is given per module, as well as the return flow in case not all
products carried by the module are picked.

Individually
The salads can be stored individually. The advantage of this is the lack of a return flow after
retrieving. The salads can be retrieved piece by piece. The disadvantage is the required capacity of
the storage and retrieval system. According to paragraph 3.3.1 and the productivity criterion in
paragraph 4.1 the required input capacity is then 2*103 order units per hour. The required output
capacity is 1.5*103 order units per hour. The required storage capacity, including ten percent shuffle
space is 25*103 order units.

Storage module
To decrease the required input and output capacity of the storage and retrieval system,
manufacturers use storage modules in their systems. A disadvantage is the return flow in case not all
salads carried by the storage module are ordered. Another disadvantage is the burden to retrieve
products from the storage module in case of automation.
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The return flow consists of storage modules sent to the pick-station, carrying products that not all
were ordered. There is a very small chance the amount of products ordered corresponds exactly to
the amount of products carried by a number of storage modules, so for estimation each order line
results in a returning module. An order line is part of a customer order, for each product number there
is an order line containing the article number and the amount of that article number ordered. In
Figure 5-1 the amount of order lines is plotted per day, the maximum is at 473. The desired picking
time is seven hours, so on average 68 storage modules per hour return.
Order lines per day
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Figure 5-1: Order lines per day
Tote or carton
Alternatives for storage modules are totes or cartons (Figure 5-2). If cartons are used, the carton as a
whole is shipped to the customer. Because the products in this research are sold individually, cartons
are not suitable for now. In the future the use of cartons could be an option, but this should be
agreed with the customers.

Figure 5-2: Tote and carton
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Totes are available in a wide variety of sizes and shapes. Most totes are designed to together use the
entire floor space of a pallet, thus shapes having a length of four hundred and a width of three
hundred millimeters and multiples of that. A larger tote means less moves for the storage and
retrieval system. The largest available tote has a width of four hundred millimeters and a length of six
hundred millimeters. Currently a pilot is started to deliver in crates having that dimensions. It would
be possible to design larger totes, but the handling than becomes more difficult. A tote as described
here can carry for example two buckets of category Qizini; the ten kilograms bucket. If in the future
cartons would replace the totes or customer-going crates would be used and more buckets would fit
in, the tote would become heavier than twenty-three kilograms and thus too heavy to lift by hand,
according to law (FNV, 2013).

To derive the required input capacity of the storage and retrieval system, the production capacity per
category is divided by the amount of products that fit in a tote; this is shown in Table 5.1 below. The
required input capacity is the sum of the maxima of the production lines, so 157 totes per hour. This

Production Line

Category

Number per layer

Number of layers

Number per tote

Theoretical maximum
production capacity
(order units per hour)

Theoretical maximum
production capacity
(totes per hour)

capacity should be increased by the flow of returning totes: 68 per hour.

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
19/17
19/17
19/17
15
12
20
20

Qizini
Professional 5kg
Xxx
Horesca
Professional 2.5kg
ARO
Hamal
Cold Dish
Baker Bart
World Wide
Gourmet
Trio
Portion Pack
Coleslaw Portion
Portion Beef Salad

2
2
2
2
3
2
6
1
1
4
6
3
4
4
2

1
2
2
2
3
3
4
5
4
4
4
4
6
7
7

2
4
4
4
9
6
24
5
4
16
24
12
24
28
14

100
270
270
270
400
360
200
90
112.5
300
300
300
521
400
170

50.0
67.5
67.5
67.5
44.4
60.0
8.3
18.0
28.1
18.8
12.5
25.0
21.7
14.3
12.1

Table 5.1: Number of order units per tote
To derive the required output capacity, each data point in the output matrix is divided by the
corresponding amount of products per tote (appendix B2: Output Matrix Totes). A graph like the one
in Figure 3-2 can be plotted and is shown in Figure 5-3. The maximum required output capacity is two
hundred totes per hour if all items should be picked within seven hours.
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Output Multiple Products at once
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Figure 5-3: Required output capacity in totes
The required storage capacity in totes is based on the maximum value in the storage graph plus ten
percent. The storage graph is derived from the storage matrix (appendix C2: Storage Matrix Totes).
Each entry in the matrix is divided by its corresponding amount of products per tote. This is summed
per day and a graph as shown in Figure 5-4 results. The required storage capacity in totes is 2380
totes.
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Figure 5-4: Required storage capacity in totes
The required output capacity in case totes are used is 200 totes per hour. The required input capacity,
including the return flow is estimated to be 225 totes per hour. The required storage capacity is 2380
totes.
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Tray
Another alternative for a storage module is a tray as large as the footprint of a pallet. The tray carries
a pallet layer of products (Figure 5-5). This is beneficial if full layers of products are ordered and
layers of different products fit on top of each other, because in that case full layers can be retrieved
and automatically palletized at once. Otherwise it is the same idea as the tote, but with the difference
of just carrying one layer of products; products cannot be piled on the tray due to the risk of falling
off. If the tray has rims to prevent products from falling of, the placing on and picking from the tray
becomes harder. Without rims the storage and retrieval system has restricted accelerations.

Figure 5-5: Products on a storage tray (VanderLande, 2012)
To derive the required input capacity of the storage and retrieval system in case trays carrying a pallet
layer of products are used, the production capacity is divided by the amount of products that fit on a
tray; shown in Table 5.2. For each production line the maximum is leading. The maxima of the
production lines are summed and the result is 116.2 trays per hour. For the required input capacity
this has to be increased with the return flow of trays.

The return flow is calculated like in the case totes are used; for each order line a tray is expected to
return to the storage. This return flow would be 68 trays per hour.
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Category

Number per tray

Theoretical maximum
production capacity
(order units per hour)

Qizini
Professional 5kg
Xxx
Horesca
Professional 2.5kg
ARO
Hamal
Cold Dish
Baker Bart
World Wide
Gourmet
Trio
Portion Pack
Coleslaw Portion
Portion Beef Salad

11
15
15
15
24
24
32
8
4
21
32
12
20
21
9

100
270
270
270
400
360
200
90
112.5
300
300
300
521
400
170

Theoretical maximum
production capacity
(trays per hour)

Production Line
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
19/17
19/17
19/17
15
12
20
20

9.1
18.0
18.0
18.0
16.7
15.0
6.3
11.3
28.1
14.3
9.4
25.0
26.0
19.0
18.9

Table 5.2: Number of order units per tray
To derive the required output capacity each data point in the output matrix is divided by the amount
of products fitting on a tray (appendix B3: Output Matrix Trays). A graph can be plotted and is shown
in Figure 5-6. The required maximum output capacity in is 114 trays per hour.
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Figure 5-6: Required output capacity in trays
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The required storage capacity in trays is calculated by adding ten percent to the maximum in the
storage graph. The entries in the storage matrix are divided by the corresponding amount of products
per tray. Per day the entries are summed (appendix C3: Storage Matrix Trays). This results in the
graph shown in Figure 5-7. The required storage capacity is 1422 trays.
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Figure 5-7: Required storage capacity in trays
The required output capacity for the storage and retrieval system in case trays are used, is 114 trays
per hour. The required input capacity, including the return flow is 184 trays per hour. The required
storage capacity is 1422 trays.

Pallet
Instead of storing just a layer of a pallet, also a full pallet can be stored automatically. This is the last
and largest considered storage module. Advantages are the high storage density and the least moves
per hour for the storage and retrieval system. Disadvantages are the restricted accelerations of the
storage crane due to the weight of the pallet and the instability of the load carried by the pallet. For
stability it is necessary to stretch wrap the pallet Figure 5-8. In order to retrieve products from the
pallet, the stretch-wrap has to be cut. When the pallet returns to the storage it has to be stretch
wrapped again.
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Figure 5-8: Stretch wrapped pallet
To derive the required input capacity of the storage and retrieval system the maximum production
capacity per production line is divided by the amount of products per pallet; shown in Table 5.3. Per
production line the maximum amount of pallets per hour is leading. The total maximum production
capacity expressed in pallets is the sum of these maxima: 15.2 pallets per hour. The return flow is
estimated to be 68 storage modules, here pallets, per hour. The required input capacity is thus 83

Category

Number per pallet

Theoretical maximum
production capacity
(order units per hour)

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
19/17
19/17
19/17
15
12
20
20

Qizini
Professional 5kg
Xxx
Horesca
Professional 2.5kg
ARO
Hamal
Cold Dish
Baker Bart
World Wide
Gourmet
Trio
Portion Pack
Coleslaw Portion
Portion Beef Salad
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75
75
75
144
144
256
80
20
168
256
96
300
357
144

100
270
270
270
400
360
200
90
112.5
300
300
300
521
400
170

Theoretical maximum
production capacity
(pallets per hour)

Production Line

pallets per hour.

3.0
3.6
3.6
3.6
2.8
2.5
0.8
1.1
5.6
1.8
1.2
3.1
1.7
1.1
1.2

Table 5.3: Number of order units per pallet
To derive the required output capacity each entry of the output matrix is divided by the corresponding
amount of products per pallet (appendix B4: Output Matrix Pallets). The total amount of pallets per
day is divided by seven hours, the desired picking time. The result is an average amount of pallets per
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hour. This is plotted in Figure 5-9. The maximum is 54 pallets per hour, which is the required output
capacity in pallets.
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Figure 5-9: Required output capacity in pallets
Ten percent is added to the maximum in the storage graph to derive the required storage capacity in
pallets. The storage graph is based on the data in the storage matrix. Each entry is divided by its
corresponding amount of products per pallet (appendix C4: Storage Matrix Pallets). These entries are
summed per day and the graph in Figure 5-10 results. The required storage capacity is 231 pallets.
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Figure 5-10: Required storage capacity in pallets
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The required output capacity for the storage and retrieval system in case pallets are used, is 54 pallets
per hour. The required input capacity, including the return flow is 83 pallets trays per hour. The
required storage capacity is 231 pallets.

Summary capacities depending on storage modules
The required input and output capacities, depending on the storage module chosen, are summarized
in Table 5.4 below.

Storage module

Required input
capacity (per hour)

None
Tote
Tray
Pallet

2*103
225
184
83

Required output
capacity (per hour)

Required storage
capacity

1.5*103
200
114
54

25*103
2380
1422
231

Table 5.4: Summary required input and output capacities depending on storage module

5.2 Transportation System
Two alternatives are considered to transport the products from the production lines to the storage and
from the storage to the picking facility: a conveyor system and automated guided vehicles (Figure
5-11). Conveyor systems exist for the transportation of order units, in this case salads, up to tracks to
convey pallets. Automated guided vehicles are available to transport pallets, for the transportation of
individual salads they should be engineered.

If a storage module smaller than a pallet is chosen, or the grouping machine is placed near the
storage, so salads are transported individually; a constant flow of products results during production
hours. The conveyor system having relatively low costs (available from three hundred euros per
meter) is the obvious choice. The advantage of the automated guided vehicle is the free space due to
no required constructions in the building, but if a constant flow is transported the floor space is
occupied by the vehicles.

Figure 5-11: Conveyor system (left) and automated guided vehicle (right)
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The requirements for the conveyor system or automated guided vehicles depend on the choice for the
storage module and the placement of the grouping machine: if the grouping machine is placed near
the storage, the transportation system has to transport salads; if the grouping machine is placed near
the production lines, the transportation system has to transport storage modules. The required
throughput capacity of the transportation system is derived from the maximum production capacity of
the production lines, depending on the storage module, described in paragraph one of this chapter
and is the same as the required input capacity in Table 5.4.

5.3 Grouping Machine
Unless the salads are stored individually, a type of grouping machine is required for automation,
depending on the storage module chosen. The alternatives can roughly be divided into two categories,
robots that lift products and place them into position and machines that guide products into place. If
totes are chosen to be the storage module, a machine from the first category has to be designed,
because the products have to be lifted over the edge and placed on the bottom. This machine could
handle the products by vacuuming (left Figure 5-12) or by gripping (middle Figure 5-12). In case trays
or pallets are the storage modules of choice; also machines from the second category are suitable.
These machines form layers on a smooth tray by rotating and sliding the products into place. Once
the layer is formed, the tray slides away and the products sink onto the pallet positioned underneath
the tray (right Figure 5-12).

The robots in the left and middle of Figure 5-12 are suitable to fill totes; all three can place products
on a tray or pallet. The benefit of the robot with the vacuum gripper over clamp gripper is the ability
to lift a full layer at once. Also a single product can be lifted due to the possibility of switching off the
other nozzles. The benefit of the first two robots over the third is the ability to serve multiple
production lines at the same time. Several storage modules can surround the robot and therefore the
robot is able to choose from them. Due to the limited required capacity the first two robots are
beneficial over the third.

Figure 5-12: Grouping machines
Not all products considered in this research can be lifted by a robot with a vacuum gripper head, due
to the loose products in a carton without cover. For these products a clamp gripper is required.
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The products arrive from the production lines at the grouping machine in a straight row. To avoid the
need for a machine that forms layers before the grouping machine places the layers on the storage
module, the grouping machine should handle one row of a storage module per cycle. The required
capacity of the grouping machine can thus be expressed in cycles per hour, handling a row per cycle.
The maximum input of the grouping machine is the maximum output of the production lines. These
maximum outputs are divided by the amount of products per row. The amount of products per row is
shown per category in Table 5.5; in the fourth column in case totes are the chosen storage modules,
in column six if trays or pallets are chosen. The non-integers come from unevenly divided rows; for
example three rows of three products and one row of two products, like in the Qizini category if trays
are used. The required capacity of the grouping machine per category is derived by dividing the
production capacity by the amount of products per row. The total required capacity of the grouping
machine is the sum of the maxima per production line.

Amount per row
(order units)

100
270
270
270
400
360
200
90
112.5
300
300
300
521
400
170

2
2
2
2
3
2
3
1
0.5
2
3
3
4
2
2

50
135
135
135
133
180
67
90
225
150
100
100
130
200
85

3.33
5
5
5
6
6
8
4
1
7
8
6
4
7
3

Required capacity
grouping machine
(cycles per hour)

Theoretical maximum
production capacity
(order units per
hour)

Qizini
Professional 5kg
Xxx
Horesca
Professional 2.5kg
ARO
Hamal
Cold Dish
Baker Bart
World Wide
Gourmet
Trio
Portion Pack
Coleslaw Portion
Portion Beef Salad

Amount per row
(order units)

Category

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
19/17
19/17
19/17
15
12
20
20

Tray/pallet

Required capacity
grouping machine
(cycles per hour)

Production Line

Tote

30.0
54.0
54.0
54.0
66.7
60.0
25.0
22.5
112.5
42.9
37.5
50.0
130.3
57.1
56.7

Table 5.5: Amount of rows per hour
The total required capacity of the grouping machine, in case totes are used as storage module, is 835
cycles per hour; in case trays or pallets are used the required capacity is 417 cycles per hour.

The capacity of a grouping machine filling totes is around ten cycles per minute (appendix G1: Offer
RobertPack), which is six hundred cycles per hour. If totes are chosen two machines are required. The
capacity of a grouping machine filling trays or pallets is around five hundred cycles per hour (Krones,
2013), due to the larger stroke. In case trays or pallets are chosen, one grouping machine is required.
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5.4 Storage and Retrieval System
This paragraph categorizes the many different automated storage and retrieval systems (ASRS)
available. Thereby each category can be subdivided into alternatives and applications. Of each
alternative an example is given. Most alternatives are designed to handle totes, but some can be
applied to handle individual salads or trays or pallets.

The main categorization is based on the principle of storage and retrieval (Figure 5-13). One category
rotates all units stored until the right product is at the pick and deposit station (P&D). The other
category consists of alternatives with devices moving towards the stored product and bringing it to the
pick and deposit station (P&D).
AS/RS

Rotate to P& D

Device to goods

Figure 5-13: Main categories ASRS
The main category ‘Rotate to P&D’ is divided into horizontal and vertical rotation (Figure 5-14). An
example of a storage and retrieval system using horizontal rotation is a carousel system. An example
of horizontal rotational systems is a paternoster.

ASRS

Rotate to P& D

Device to goods

Horizontal

Flow Rack

Vertical

Aisle

Figure 5-14: Alternatives main category ‘Rotate to P&D’
In Figure 5-15 as an example of a horizontal rotation system the carousel system as designed by SSI
Schäfer is shown. The system rotates until the right tote is ate the P&D station. This system is only
applied to totes, because of the constant rotation. In case trays or pallets would be used, the
accelerations have to be very low, due to the risk of products falling off.
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The maximum length of an aisle of the carousel is 15.9 meters and the maximum height is 4.9
meters; this results in 780 totes per aisle. The input and output capacity of an aisle is 250 double
cycles per hour. (Carousel Schäfer, 2013)

Recalling that the required input capacity has to be 225 totes per hour, the required output capacity
200 totes per hour and the storage capacity 2380 totes; the storage capacity of the carousel is the
limiting factor. Because of this limited storage capacity per aisle, three aisles are required.

Figure 5-15: SSI Schäfer carousel system
An example of a vertical rotation system is the paternoster system as shown in Figure 5-16. It
contains multiple paternosters. A paternoster consists of multiple layers rotating vertically. Each layer
can be filled with individual products or totes. The filling of the paternoster and the retrieving from it
are done manually.

Figure 5-16: Dexion paternoster system (Dexion, 2013)
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The paternoster is a system to efficiently use the storage space, it is however not a system that can
be integrated in a fully automated system. Compared to the current situation at Johma still a picker is
needed that walks to the right paternoster to retrieve the products and place them on a pallet. Also
the storing of the products in the paternoster is done by hand. The benefit of ability to store products
individually in the same space as the pallets in the current situation, is too less to invest in this
solution, because approximately the same manpower is required. Instead of placing products on a
pallet, they now have to be placed in the paternoster; the picking is similar.

The other main category of automated storage and retrieval systems consists of configurations having
devices that pick up products and bring them to the storage location. Once the product is requested
for shipping, this or another device moves to the storage location, retrieves the product and brings it
to the deposit location.

This main category can be divided into configurations using flow racks and configurations having
aisles (Figure 5-17). The ‘flow rack’ alternative is filled on one side and products are retrieved from
the other side. In between the products flow from one side to the other on declining rolls due to
gravity. The ‘aisle’ alternative is the classic configuration of an aisle in between two storage racks. A
device runs through this aisle to store and retrieve products.
ASRS

Rotate to P& D

Device to goods

Horizontal

Flow Rack

Vertical

Aisle

Figure 5-17: Alternatives main category ‘Device to goods’
The flow rack alternative can be beneficial if few different products are stored in large quantities. The
front and end zone of the storage racks are in that case very compact, so the storage or retrieval
device has to move small distances. Another benefit of the flow rack is the first in, first out policy by
design; the product stored first will always be retrieved first. The aisle alternative is beneficial if a lot
of different products have to be stored in smaller quantities, because the storage and retrieval device
can make dual cycles; both storing and retrieving within one cycle.

The flow racks are only applied to pallet storage (Figure 5-18 left) or with relatively short racks
(Figure 5-18 right). If the racks are extended, the risk of products getting stuck is too high and if that
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happens the products are not accessible. Because in only ten percent of the order lines an entire
pallet is ordered, the pallet has to return to the storage after picking off some products; this is a
problem with the flow racks due to the first in, first out policy. If the products are directly picked from
the flow racks, the walking distances are not shortened compared to the current situation.

Figure 5-18: Flow rack pallets (left) and totes (right)
The aisle alternative can be applied to totes, trays and pallets. In each variant a device moves through
the aisle, storing in and retrieving from racks on both sides of the aisle. Three types of devices can be
distinguished for the aisle alternative:
-

Miniload (right Figure 5-19)

-

Lifting beam (middle Figure 5-19)

-

Shuttle (left Figure 5-19)

Figure 5-19: Storage devices: shuttle (left), lifting beam (middle), miniload (right) (all
Dematic, 2013)
The devices move through an aisle with storage modules stored in racks on both sides. These storage
modules can be cartons, totes, trays or pallets. The storing in the racks can be single or double deep;
double deep is storing two, for example totes, behind each other. The retriever of the device is in that
case able to store or retrieve two storage modules simultaneously. In case totes or trays are the
storage modules of choice, this halves the required input capacity.

As derived in paragraph one of this chapter the required input capacity for totes is 157 totes per hour
and for trays 116 trays per hour. Dividing by two and adding the return flow results in required input
capacities of 147 totes per hour or 126 trays per hour. The required output capacities are left the
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same, because often just a few products are ordered: 200 totes per hour or 114 trays per hour. For
pallets the required input capacity stays 83 pallets per hour, because else the first in, first out policy
requires too much empty storage space. The required output capacity for pallets is 54 pallets per
hour. This is summarized in Table 5.6.
Storage module

Required input
capacity (per hour)

Tote
Tray
Pallet

Required output
capacity (per hour)

147
126
83

Required storage
capacity
200
114
54

2380
1422
231

Table 5.6: Required input, output and storage capacity in case of double deep storing
Just storing or just retrieving is called a single cycle, doing both within the same cycle is called a dual
cycle. The devices can perform both. In Figure 5-20 the cycles are shown in a block diagram. The red
arrow is a dual cycle. The dual cycle needs one block less compared to two single cycles.

Pick up

Move

Store

Move

Store, no retrieve

Store and retrieve
Retrieve, no store
Move

Retrieve

Move

Deposit

Figure 5-20: Cycles devices
Below assumptions are made for the properties of the devices, based on data from several
manufacturers. These assumptions are made to derive the number of devices required, not to
calculate the exact capacity.

The time the pick up, store, retrieve and deposit blocks take depends on the storage module chosen
and whether one or two storage modules are handled, single or double deep storage. For calculations
four seconds in case of totes and ten seconds in case of trays or pallets are assumed, independent of
single or double deep storage.

The drive times depend on the distance driven, the storage module and the device. The distance can
be calculated from the length of the aisle. In all cases the horizontal distance is larger than the
vertical, because the maximum vertical distance is 8.5 meters. For totes the accelerations can be
larger, trays or pallets have the risk of products falling off.

The length of the aisle differs per storage module. Totes and trays are stored double deep on both
sides of the aisle, so four modules per position. Totes can be stored sixteen high, trays 28 high and
pallets eight high. From Table 5.4 the required storage capacity can be seen. The lengths of the aisles
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are: nineteen meters for totes, 11.7 meters for trays and 13.5 meters for pallets, or two aisles of half
the lengths.

Miniload
For relative low throughput and high storage capacity the miniload device suits best. A rail on the floor
and a rail on the ceiling guide the horizontal movement of the miniload device through the aisle. Two
motors, one at the top rail and one at the bottom rail propel the crane horizontally; this enables fast
standstill and accurate positioning. Another motor takes care of the vertical movement; therefore the
miniload is able to move horizontally and vertically at the same time.

The maximum accelerations in case totes are used are four meters per square second; the maximum
velocity is five meters per second (SSI, 2013). In case trays or pallets are used the maximum vertical
acceleration is two meters per square second; the maximum speed is four meters per second (TGW,
2013).

To indicate the cycle times, for a dual cycle is moved to a third of the length, then two fifths further
and finally back to the start. In a dual cycle four times the storing time is added, as can be seen from
the block diagram in Figure 5-20. The capacity is the inverse of the cycle time. The cycle times are
based on the lengths of the aisles, the accelerations, the maximum velocities and the storing times. In
Appendix E: Capacity Calculations Miniload and Shuttle, the calculation sheet for these data is shown.
The resulting capacities are shown in Table 5.7. The combined capacity in the right column is the sum
of the capacities per aisle before rounding.
Storage
module
Tote
Tray
Pallet

1 Aisle
Capacity per aisle (dual
cycles per hour)
142
72
70

2 Aisles
Capacity per aisle (dual
Combined capacity
cycles per hour)
(dual cycles per hour)
160
321
76
153
76
151

Table 5.7: Miniload indication capacity dual cycle
Recalling that the required input capacity for totes is 147 totes per hour and the required output
capacity is 200 totes per hour, two aisles with a miniload each are required. Also for trays and pallets
two aisles are required. The required input and output capacity for trays are 126 and 114 trays per
hour respectively, for pallets 83 and 54.

Two aisles equipped with miniloads are required to satisfy the capacities, independent of the storage
module chosen.

Shuttle
Two shuttle systems are possible; a captive shuttle system and a roaming shuttle system. In the
captive shuttle system each level in every aisle has a shuttle, serviced by lifts. The shuttle just moves
horizontal, the lift takes care of the vertical movement. This system has an extremely high throughput
performance; not required for the storage and retrieval system in this research. The roaming shuttle
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system uses lifts to move shuttles from level to level, so the shuttle moves horizontal and when it has
to be on another level; the lift moves the shuttle vertically. The roaming shuttle system can only be
beneficial over the miniload system if one crane per aisle does not satisfy the throughput. A roaming
shuttle system with at least two shuttles per aisle can be a solution in that case. If just one shuttle per
aisle is satisfying the miniload is a better option, because the miniload system is able to
simultaneously move horizontally and vertically.

Because more than one shuttle is assumed to be in the system, the lift has to have a shorter
throughput time than the shuttle. When the lift serves the first shuttle, the second shuttle makes its
cycle. At the end of the cycle of the second shuttle, the lift is ready to serve the second shuttle. If
even more shuttles are added, the lift has to serve them too. Also the capacity of the lift is therefore
shown in Table 5.8. Assumed is a free storage position in the aisle the shuttle has to retrieve a
storage module. In that case the cycle of the shuttle can be derived like in the case of the miniload:
first move to one third of the aisle, then two fifths further and finally back to the lift. The time the
shuttle is in the lift to the pick up and deposit point and thereafter to the next level is not included in
the cycle time, because at the same time another shuttle is moving.

The capacity of a shuttle depends on the length of the aisle, the horizontal acceleration, the maximum
velocity and the storage module. In case totes are used, the maximum acceleration is two meters per
square second and the maximum velocity is three meters per second, for trays and pallets these are
two and two, respectively (Shuttle Dematic, 2013). The maximum acceleration of the lift is four
meters per square second and a maximum velocity of two meters per second. The calculations are in
Appendix E: Capacity Calculations Miniload and Shuttle. The resulting capacities for calculation of the
number of shuttles required are in Table 5.8.
Storage
module

Lift (cycles per
hour)

Tote
Tray
Pallet

Shuttle 1 (cycles
per hour)

412
412
412

Shuttle 2 (cycles
per hour)

121
70
68

121
70
68

Combined
capacity two
shuttles (cycles
per hour)
242
140
136

Table 5.8: Shuttle indication capacity dual cycle
Two shuttles and one lift in one aisle are required to satisfy the required capacities.

Lifting beam
The lifting beam device is similar to the miniload in relative short aisles, up to ten meters. Instead of
moving over a rail, the retriever moves over a beam. Other motors move the beam vertically. The
beam of this device is available up to a length of ten meters; a longer beam becomes less rigid or
much heavier, which is negative for its vertical acceleration. In longer aisles the miniload should be
chosen, or, if a very large throughput is required, a shuttle system.
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Because the lengths of the aisles are above ten meters for all storage modules, always multiple lifting
beams are required. The lifting beam device has thus no benefits over the miniload device.

5.5 Pallet Assembling
Once the storage module is retrieved from the storage, the products have to be picked from it. This
can be done by a similar machine as described in paragraph 5.3, but after picking, the products have
to be placed on a pallet. The difficulty of the pallet assembling is the resulting pallet, products in
cartons and totes are combined, some products have to be placed in a box or crate, barcodes have to
face the outside of the pallet. This could all be programmed, but the picking process could also be
done manually, an extra benefit of this is the extra visual check, since all processes before are
automated.

Although the picking is done manually, it can still be enhanced. In the current situation pickers walk to
pallets in pick positions. The pick position is displayed on a handheld unit, accompanied by the
quantity of the to pick products. Reducing the walking already relieves the picking job. Instead of a
man to goods storage, a goods to man storage is created by the automation. Methods to improve the
picking are:
-

Display

-

Voice directed

-

Pick to light

The pick-station can be equipped with a display showing a picture of the to pick products and the
quantity. This reduces the chance on mistakes when multiple storage modules are presented to pick
from. On the display also the remaining amount of products in the storage module can be shown, this
enables an extra stock check.

Another option is a voice directed picking system. Pickers wear headphones and a voice instructs the
picker. A benefit is that both hands are free.

An additional tool is a pick to light system. Lamps above the pallets show the pallets and the positions
the picked salads have to be placed.

5.6 Chosen Alternatives
As stated in paragraph 4.1 the effectiveness is the most important design criterion; the alternative has
to satisfy the requirements, has to be feasible. After that, the productivity is leading, because the
solution has to have a positive contribution to the profit. The automated storage and retrieval system
is the costliest part of the automation and thereby the most determinative.

The feasible alternatives for automated storage and retrieval systems from paragraph 5.4 are the
horizontal carousel, miniload, lifting beam and the shuttle system. The paternoster and the flow rack
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are rejected due to the lower grade of automation; they return too less benefits compared to the
current situation. Manufacturers are not able or willing to give prices of parts of systems to compare,
just complete solutions with interfering systems are offered. Based on sacrifices only the horizontal
carousel can be rejected, as of that three systems are required, instead of two miniloads, lifting
beams or shuttles, presuming the costs per system are in the same order of magnitude.

The next criterion is the flexibility. Based on that the miniload and shuttle system are beneficial over
the lifting beam, the latter is not expandable when more storage space is required for the products;
the beams are at maximum length. The racking in the miniload and shuttle system can be extended,
creating longer aisles.

The choice between miniload and shuttle system is inconclusive, but since miniloads are offered by
many suppliers and is the most proven technique, this alternative is chosen to work out in further
detail in chapter 6. The shuttle system is a solution of just one manufacturer.

The second largest investment in this research is the grouping machine. The costs for a robot that
places products on trays or pallets is estimated to be € 250 000.00 by Krones. This is just for the
robot, without installation and programming. The costs for a packing machine filling totes can be
lower per gripping head, according to RobertPack, due to less degrees of freedom and a more
compact design. The price for a machine like this is estimated to be € 300 000.00 including installation
and programming. The choice for a grouping machine is thus inconclusive and depends on the storage
module chosen.

Individual products are not suited for automated storage and retrieval systems; therefore a storage
module has to be chosen. The alternatives are totes, trays and pallets. Pallets are rejected because
these have to be stabilized by a stretch wrap every time products are picked from it; this would
require an extra machine. For the input and output capacity the choice for totes or trays is indecisive,
either way two miniloads are required. For flexibility totes are the better option, because in the future
chances are to supply customers in crates instead of on pallets. The crates have the same dimension
as the totes and can also be handles by the miniload.

Since pallets are not chosen to be the storage modules, automated guided vehicles are not suited to
transport the products to the storage. It is much more cost effective to use a conveyor system.

If all functions from the filing of the products to the storing are automated and all functions well, no
human intervention is required. To perform a visual check on the salads and to be able to check the
stock levels in the ERP system, manual picking is suggested. Another reason is the complex assembly
of the pallet.
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The choices made in this chapter are:
-

Totes as storage modules.

-

Transportation system existing of conveyors.

-

Grouping machine that fills totes.

-

Miniload for the automated storage and retrieval system that handles totes.

-

The picking is done manually at a pick-station.

Although other alternatives are also possible, the design in chapter 6 is built from these components.
This gives an indication of the total investment and a net present value can be derived in chapter 8,
on which the choice whether or not to continue the automation project can be based.
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6 Concept Design of the Automation
Automated storage and retrieval systems (ASRS) handle pallets, trays or totes. These carriers ease the
handling and reduce the required capacity. In the design is chosen for totes (paragraph 6.1). The
products have to be transported to the storage; this transportation system is given in paragraph 6.2.
The products are automatically placed in the totes by a robot; this design is described in paragraph
6.3. The designs of the ASRS and pick-station are given in paragraph 6.4 and 6.5, respectively. When
the totes are empty, they have to be stored somewhere. This is done in a storage for empty totes,
described in paragraph 6.6. The total concept is shown in paragraph 6.7.

6.1 Tote
Different sizes and shapes of totes exist, for example foldable or nestable, which have the advantage
of using less space when stored empty. Foldable totes however, are not suited for automation due to
the less rigidity. Nestable totes are conical to slide into each other.

The packaging of products is designed to fit on a twelve hundred by eight hundred millimeters pallet
and in six hundred by four hundred millimeters CBL-crates (Habé, 2012). This CBL-crate is a standard
in the fast moving consumer goods (FMCG) branch; already a pilot is started to supply supermarkets
with these crates on rollies (CC, 2012) instead of with products on pallets. This saves repacking in the
distribution centers of the supermarkets. The dimensions of the packaging are therefore adapted to
the dimensions of the CBL-crate. For the automation a tote with similar dimensions is chosen.

The SSI Schäfer LTB 6420 tote (SSI, 2012), as shown in Figure 6-1, is chosen in this design, but any
other tote with the same outer dimension can be handled by the ASRS, also nestable totes. However,
nestable totes turn out to have disadvantageous inner dimensions, since the bottom is much smaller
in order to fit in another tote.

Outer dimensions (Length x Width x Height):
599 x 399 x 420 millimeters

Inner dimensions (Length x Width x Height):
566 x 366 x 398 millimeters

Price per tote:
€ 13.05
Figure 6-1: Tote LTB 6420
The totes are equipped with unique barcodes to recognize them. The barcodes are placed on each
side of the totes.
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6.2 Transportation System
Five separate flows are used to transport the products from the production lines to the robot cell in
the room of the storage, approximately one for every production line. A short connecting conveyor is
placed between production lines four and nineteen/seventeen to get the categories Hamal and Cold
dish in the right buffer of the robot cell, which will be explained in paragraph 6.3. Hamal and Cold dish
are filled at production line nineteen/seventeen, but packed at production line four, this means when
Hamal or Cold dish is made, no other product from line nineteen/seventeen is produced.

The products of categories Cold dish and Baker Bart are currently placed by hand in a tray or crate,
respectively. To cancel out all human intervention between the filling and picking of the products, this
step is skipped and the production units are placed in the tote without further packaging.

Each category demands other requirements of the conveyor. The width of the conveyor is determined
by the width of the production unit. The load capacity of the conveyor is calculated in kilograms per
meter; the required load capacity is thus the mass of the production unit divided by its length. The
length of the products and the maximum production capacity determine the required speed of the
conveyor. A space of one production unit between products on the conveyor is used in the estimation

280
240
240
240
200
200
140
125
135
160
140
180
140
168
260

280
240
240
240
200
200
200
195
165
265
200
360
297
250
355

37.1
21.7
21.7
23.8
13.2
13.3
7.9
4.1
6.4
7.0
7.9
3.1
2.3
2.3
5.2

Required speed
(m/min)

Load capacity (kg/m)

Qizini
Professional 5kg
Xxx
Horesca
Professional 2.5kg
ARO
Hamal
Cold Dish
Baker Bart
World Wide
Gourmet
Trio
Portion Pack
Coleslaw Portion
Portion Beef Salad

Length production
unit (mm)

Category

4
4
4
4
4
4
19/17
19/17
19/17
19/17
19/17
15
12
20
20

Width production unit
(mm)

Flow

of the speed. The speed is typically calculated in meters per minute. This is summarized in Table 6.1.

2.8
4.3
4.3
4.3
4.0
3.6
2.0
2.3
9.9
15.9
12.0
14.4
7.5
3.3
2.0

Table 6.1: Requirements transportation flows per category
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The required width of the conveyor of flow four (conveyor one) is 280 millimeters, the load capacity is
37.1 kilograms per meter and the minimum required speed is 4.3 meters per minute. Due to the
required width of the flows of lines nineteen/seventeen and fifteen, these flows can be combined on
one conveyor with a center guidance to keep the flows separated; this will be conveyor two. The
same yields for the flows of lines twelve and twenty, resulting in conveyor three. The properties of the
conveyors are shown in Table 6.2. For conveyors two and three a space of ten millimeters is
calculated for the guidance. The required load capacity is the sum of the maxima of the flows. The

280
350
410

37.1
11.0
7.5

4.3
15.9
7.5

Length (m)

Minimum
speed
(m/min)

4
19/17 and 15
12 and 20

Load capacity
(kg/m)

Flows

1
2
3

Width (mm)

Conveyor

minimum speed is the maximum of the flows.

64.5
60.5
65.5

Table 6.2: Properties conveyors

The conveyors need to incline parallel to the passage next to the production lines (left in Figure 6-2).
When the right height is reached, the conveyor bends towards the palletizers and pass over them. At
the other side the conveyors bend parallel with the pallet track and stay at high level near the ceiling
to cross the expedition room (red, yellow and white lines right in Figure 6-2). The expedition room is
twenty meters wide, the length to get over the palletizers is twenty-six meters and the inclining part is
seven meters.

Figure 6-2: Trajectory conveyors
The total length of the conveyors is approximately 191 meters. From other, alike, conveyors is known
that the price per meter is € 300.00.
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6.3 Pack Robot
The pack robot places the products in the totes. The robot cell is divided in two separate robots; one
robot to handle the buckets produced on production line four and the other robot to handle the
remaining products. The robot that handles the buckets, handles the buckets one by one with a
gripper arm. The other robot uses a plate as large as the inner dimensions of the tote with vacuum
nozzles. Above the plate is a chamber that is kept at lower pressure. This plate lifts the products per
layer and places them in the tote.

Categories Hamal and Cold Dish are produced on production line four, but handled by robot two,
because of the shape of the packaging.

The required capacity of the robot that handles the buckets is determined by the maximum production
capacity of the according categories. The required capacity of the other robot is determined by the
maximum of the other categories, per category divided by the number of products per layer, because

100
270
270
270
400
360
200
90
112.5
300
300
300
521
400
170

6
1
1
4
6
3
4
4
2

Required number of
cycles per hour

Qizini
Professional 5kg
Xxx
Horesca
Professional 2.5kg
ARO
Hamal
Cold Dish
Baker Bart
World Wide
Gourmet
Trio
Portion Pack
Coleslaw Portion
Portion Beef Salad

Number of order units
per layer

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
19/17
19/17
19/17
15
12
20
20

Theoretical maximum
production capacity
(order units per hour)

Production line

1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

Category

Robot

the robot handles a full layer at once. The required capacities are shown in Table 6.3.

100
270
270
270
400
360
33
90
113
75
50
100
130
100
84

Table 6.3: Required capacity of the robot cell per category
The required capacity of robot one is the maximum of the categories of production line four, thus four
hundred cycles per hour. The required capacity of robot two is the sum of the maximum production
capacities of the other production lines. The results are shown in Table 6.4 below.
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Robot
1
2

Required number of cycles per hour
400
443

Required number of cycles per minute
6.7
7.4

Table 6.4: Properties pack robot

A design of this pack robot is made by RobertPack and shown in Figure 6-3.

Figure 6-3: Design robot cell by RobertPack
Empty totes enter the pack robot in the top left of the figure and the barcodes of the totes are read.
The totes go to robot one (center of top red circle) or to robot two (center of bottom red circle). The
products enter at the left of the figure. Also the barcodes of the products are read. The robots fill the
totes and the totes leave at the top right of the figure. The amount of products, the expiration date,
article number, etcetera, are coupled to the barcode of the tote in the warehouse management
system. If the barcode of the product cannot be read, the product has to be placed in a temporary
buffer, until an employee comes to check. Meanwhile the pack robot continues working.

According to the specifications of the manufacturer each robot is able to perform ten cycles per
minute, which is satisfying (compare with Table 6.4). The price of the robot cell as shown in the figure
is estimated to be € 297 500.00.
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6.4 Automated Storage and Retrieval System
The automated storage and retrieval system (ASRS) stores the totes in the storage and retrieves them
when needed. In the design made also the pick-station and the empty totes storage are integrated,
but these will be treated separately in paragraph 6.5 and 6.6, respectively. From Table 5.6 in
paragraph 5.4 the required input capacity of the ASRS is 147 totes per hour and the required output
capacity is two hundred totes per hour. The required storage capacity is 2380 totes. A design
according these requirements is made by SSI Schäfer and shown with the flows in Figure 6-4.

Figure 6-4: Flows in the ASRS and pick-station
Full totes enter the system on the blue conveyor in the left of the figure and follow the trajectory of
the orange arrows into the ASRS, or of the blue arrows in case of bypass. The totes are stored in the
green places. When the totes are needed at the pick-station, the crane retrieves the totes and delivers
them to the beginning of the aisle. The totes then follow the trajectory of the blue arrows to the pickstation (bottom of the figure). At the pick-station the products are retrieved from the totes and placed
on a pallet using a pick to light system (paragraph 6.5). If the tote is empty it follows the trajectory of
the pink arrows towards the elevator of the empty totes storage (paragraph 6.6), otherwise the tote is
returned to the ASRS and follows the orange arrows. Each time a tote is handled by the system, the
barcode is read and the information is fed back to the warehouse management system.

The specifications for the input and output capacity of the manufacturer are as follows:
-

System capacity 290 dual cycles per hour: 290 single totes in and 290 totes out each hour.

-

System capacity at hundred percent inbound is 408 single cycles per hour: 408 single totes in
and zero totes out each hour.

-

System capacity at hundred percent outbound is 392 single cycles per hour: 392 single totes
out and zero totes in each hour.
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The cycles can be split in drive time and storage or retrieval time. The average drive time is three
seconds, the single storage or retrieval time 3.7 seconds and the double storage or retrieval time is
4.5 seconds.

The storage capacity is 2816 totes. The totes are stored double deep on both sides of the aisle, so
there are four z-positions per aisle. The storage is sixteen positions high and has twenty-two xpositions. This results in 1408 totes per aisle and thus 2816 storage positions in the entire system.

In the current situation 219 pallet places are used for the storage of products produced on the
production lines of fill/pack two as described in paragraph 3.4. In Figure 6-5 the design of SSI Schäfer
is drawn and on top of that the current situation in the storage. Each blue rectangle consists of three
pallet places besides each other and six in height, so a total of eighteen pallet places per blue
rectangle.

Of the pallet places above the pick pallets in the figure, the double middle row, only the top four
positions can be used, so the bottom two positions cannot be used. This leads to too less storage
space. It is suggested to change the design and to place the pick-station in the expedition room. The
pallet places behind the front row in the double middle row can be reached by installing pallet flow
racks. The design covers then 342 pallet positions, while 219 pallet positions are traded: a loss of 123
pallet positions. This loss can mostly be covered by the spare space in the current situation, but for a
part external storage has to be rented in busy periods. This is an option for pallets delivered as a
whole to customers (products from the main production lines). The pallets can be stored at the
dedicated transportation company.

Figure 6-5: Design drawn in current situation

The manufacturer estimated a price of € 750 000.00 for the ASRS and pick-station together.
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6.5 Pick-station
At the pick-station the products have to be retrieved from the totes and placed on client-dedicated
pallets. As explained in paragraph 5.6 it is suggested to do this manually to introduce a visual check,
but with the support of picking equipment like displays and pick to light. According to paragraph 3.3.2
the pick-station must have a throughput of approximately 1.5*103 order units per hour.

The design for the pick-station is integrated in the design for the ASRS by SSI Schäfer and shown in
the oval in Figure 6-6.

Figure 6-6: Pick-station
The pick-station consists of two pick zones, each manned by a picker. The totes are retrieved from the
storage by the ASRS and conveyed to the pick-station. Pick orders are retrieved from the warehouse
management system. Eight orders can be picked simultaneously, each having a dedicated pallet. The
pick-station decides whether the tote has to go to the left or to the right pick zone, by reading the
barcode and knowing the position of the pallet.

A picker mans each pick zone. The picker picks the products towards one of the eight pallets. Because
from the barcode of the tote the products in it are known, the according pallet and position on the
pallet the products have to be picked can be calculated. Also the amount of products is known. A lamp
above the right position is turned on. From a display the picker reads the amount of products. The
picker retrieves the products from the tote and places them on the pallet where the lamp is on.

The price for the pick-station is included in the price for the ASRS.
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6.6 Empty Totes Storage
If a tote is empty after picking and not immediately required in the pack robot, the tote has to be
stored temporarily. This is done in the empty totes storage. The empty totes storage is designed on a
mezzanine, which the totes can access by an elevator. The elevator, mezzanine, stacking machine and
empty totes storage are designed by SSI Schäfer and shown in Figure 6-7.

Figure 6-7: Design empty totes buffer by SSI Schäfer
The pack robot of paragraph 6.3 will be positioned on the mezzanine in the bottom right of the figure.
The filled totes leave the pack robot on the dark blue conveyor and decline to floor level. From there
the totes are fed to the ASRS. If the totes are empty after picking, they are conveyed to the elevator
in the left of the figure. The elevator brings the totes to mezzanine level where the totes are stacked
five high on the light blue conveyor, by a stacking machine (Figure 6-8). The stacked totes can be
buffered on the parallel conveyors, or directly moved to the de-stacker and fed into the robot cell,
placed right of the de-stacker in Figure 6-8.

Figure 6-8: Stacker and de-stacker in empty totes buffer
The storage for empty totes as designed and shown in the figures can contain 250 totes. This can
easily be extended to 500 totes by installing three more parallel conveyors.

SSI Schäfer offered a budget price of € 250 000.00 for the mezzanine and the empty totes buffer,
including the equipment as designed.
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6.7 Total Concept
The elements as described in the preceding paragraphs in this chapter are sketched in the existing
situation in Figure 6-9. The bulk production lines are shown in the bottom of the figure. These
production lines are connected to the palletizers in the center of the figure. At the right of the
palletizers are the nonbulk production lines, connected with the pack robot by conveyors. The pack
robot and empty totes storage are placed on a mezzanine (orange in the figure) in the current
storage. The automated storage and retrieval system and the pick station are placed on floor level.

Empty

ASRS

Totes
Storage

Pick Station

Pack Robot

Conveyors

Nonbulk
Production
Lines

Figure 6-9: Automation sketched in existing situation
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7 Simulation of the Automation
A simulation is made to verify the collaboration between the elements of the automation. The inputs
of the simulation are the products as ordered by the clients in the researched year. The outputs are
the lengths of the buffers to verify the capacity; if the buffers go to infinity the capacities are not
satisfying. Stochastic is included to not optimize one situation, but to come to a general conclusion.
The drive times of the ASRS and the amount of products per order are sampled from distributions. In
paragraph 7.1 the elements in the simulation and their processes are described. Paragraph 7.2 gives
the inputs and distributions in the experiment plan. The results are shown in paragraph 7.3. The
simulation itself can be found in Appendix H: Simulation.

7.1 Elements
The simulation consists of several elements:
-

Production lines

-

Pack robots

-

ASRS

-

Pick-station

-

Retrieve job generator

-

Totes creator

-

Order creator

And several buffers:
-

Pack robot buffer

-

ASRS buffer

-

Storage

-

Pick-station buffer

-

Empty totes buffer

-

Retrieve job buffer

-

Pick order buffer

A process scheme as shown in Figure 7-1 can be drawn for the simulation. The order creator creates
orders and puts them in the order buffer. The production lines compare the products in stock and the
ordered products and produce batches of products that are put in the pack robot buffer. The pack
robot removes totes from the empty totes buffer and places the products from the buffer in them. The
filled tote is put in the ASRS buffer. The totes creator or the pick-station puts the totes in the empty
totes buffer. The totes are removed from the ASRS buffer by the ASRS. The ASRS stores totes in the
storage. It also retrieves the totes from the storage according a retrieve order from the retrieve order
buffer. The tote is put in the pick-station buffer. The retrieve order is placed in the buffer by the
retrieve order generator. This generator also creates pick orders. Both are done based on the orders
from the order buffer. The pick-station removes the tote from the pick-station buffer. It picks products
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from the tote according the pick order from the pick order buffer. If afterwards the tote is empty, it is
placed in the empty totes buffer; otherwise it is placed in the ASRS buffer again.
Order
creator
Salads
Full totes
Retur n totes

Retrieve
job buffer

Empty totes
Retrieve job

Retrieve
job
generator

Order
buffer

Order
Production
lines

Pack
robot
buffer

Pack robot

ASRS
buffer

ASRS
Storage

Pick
station
buffer

Pick or der
buffer

Pick s tation
Totes
creator

Empty
totes
buffer

Figure 7-1: Process scheme simulation
For each element a process description is given below. The buffers are mentioned in the descriptions
of the elements. A conceptual model and a process description language (PDL) according to (Ottjes,
2009) accompany the descriptions of the elements. The conceptual model uses terms as wait and
work and therefore refers to time. From the conceptual model the PDL can be read. The PDL is used
to model the elements in the simulation and uses terms from Delphi. The terms from Delphi can be
found in the Tomas manual (Tomas, 2013).

7.1.1 Production lines
When the stock of a product minus the reserved stock (ordered products) is below a certain minimum,
the production line has to create a number of times the batch size of the concerning salad. Salads are
created one by one and after holding the production time the salad is added to the pack robot buffer
and the stock. After each batch the production line holds the setting time. This can be modeled like:

Repeat the following actions:

Wait while stock minus ordered products is larger than minimum stock level
Repeat the following until batch size is reached:
Create new article

Work the production time
Put article in stock
Put article in pack robot buffer

Work setting time
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The process description model (PDL) is:

ProductionLine.Process
Repeat

While (Stock.Length – ReservedStock.Length > StockLevel) Standby
Repeat (BatchSize)
NewArt=Article.Create

Hold (ProductionTime)
NewArt.EnterQueue(Stock)
NewArt.EnterQueue(PackRobotBuffer)

Hold (SettingTime)

7.1.2 Pack robot
When the pack robot buffer contains enough salads for a tote, it removes the salads from the buffer
and a tote from the empty totes buffer. Depending on the robot, robot one or two, it holds the cycle
time and places one product in the tote or a layer of products in the tote respectively. This is done
until the tote is filled or the end of the batch is reached. The tote is then placed in the ASRS buffer.

Repeat the following actions:

Wait while pack robot buffer is empty
Remove tote from empty totes buffer
Repeat while tote is not full or end of batch is reached:
Repeat for number of articles per cycle
Remove article from pack robot buffer
Put article in tote

Work cycle time
Put tote in ASRS buffer

PackRobot.Process
Repeat

While PackRobotBuffer.Length = 0 Standby
MyTote = ToteBuffer.FirstElement
MyTote.LeaveQueue(EmptyTotesBuffer)
Repeat (number of articles per tote or all articles in buffer when batch is ready)
Repeat (number of articles per cycle)
MyArticle = PackRobotBuffer.FirstElement
MyArticle.LeaveQueue(PackRobotBuffer)
MyArticle.EnterQueue(Tote)

Hold (CycleTime)
MyTote.EnterQueue(ASRSbuffer)
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7.1.3 ASRS
While the ASRS buffer is empty and the pick-station buffer is full; the ASRS stands by, if not there are
several possibilities: there can be zero totes in the ASRS buffer but there is a retrieve job; a tote is in
the ASRS buffer, but there is no retrieve job; or both a tote is in the buffer and a retrieve job is in the
retrieve job buffer. If there is a tote in the ASRS buffer, also the second tote is checked if there is one.
If the products in the second tote are the same as in the first tote, both totes are removed from the
buffer and placed in the storage, otherwise only the first tote. If two totes are removed the storage
time is set to store double time, otherwise to store single time. If there is a retrieve job, also the
second job, if existing, is checked and if the same products are asked in that retrieve job, both jobs
are removed from the buffer, otherwise only the first. If two jobs are removed the retrieve time is set
to retrieve double time, otherwise to retrieve single time.
After holding the drive and store or retrieve times, the ASRS places the totes to store in the storage
and the totes to retrieve in the pick-station buffer. The total time is calculated as shown in Figure 7-2.
The retrieve job is removed from the simulation.

Pick up

Drive

Store

Drive

Store, no retrieve

Store and retrieve
Retrieve, no store
Drive

Retrieve

Drive

Deposit

Figure 7-2: Cycle time of the ASRS
Each block has certain duration. De time for a drive block is sampled from a distribution. The duration
of the pick up, store, retrieve and deposit block depends on how many totes are handled, one or two.

Repeat the following actions:

Wait while ASRS buffer and retrieve job buffer are empty or pick-station buffer is full
If a tote is in ASRS buffer:
Remove tote from ASRS buffer
Put tote in storage
If a second tote is in ASRS buffer:
Compare article number first tote with article number second tote
If article numbers are the same then:
Remove second tote from ASRS buffer
Put second tote in storage

Work pick up time
Work drive time
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Work storage time
Put tote in storage

Work drive time if retrieve job buffer is empty or pick-station buffer is full
If retrieve job buffer is not empty and pick-station buffer is not full
Remove retrieve job from retrieve job buffer
Remove tote from storage
Put tote in pick-station buffer
If a second retrieve job is in retrieve job buffer:
Compare article number first job with article number second retrieve job
If article numbers are the same then:
Remove second tote from storage
Put second tote in pick-station buffer
Remove second retrieve job from the system

Work drive time
Work retrieval time
Work drive time
Work deposit time
Remove retrieve job from the system

ASRS.Process
Repeat

While (ASRSbuffer.Length = 0 and (RetrieveJobBuffer.Length = 0 or PickStationBuffer >
Maximum – 1)) Standby

If ASRSbuffer.Length > 0 then:
MyTote = ASRSbuffer.FirstElement
MyTote.LeaveQueue(ASRSbuffer)
MyTote.EnterQueue(Storage)

If ASRSbuffer.Length > 0 then:
MySecondTote = ASRSbuffer.FirstElement

If MyTote.Name = MySecondTote.Name then:
MySecondTote.LeaveQueue(ASRSbuffer)
MySecondTote.EnterQueue(Storage)
PickUpTime = PickUpTimeDouble

Hold(PickUpTime)
DriveTime = DriveTimeDistr.Sample

Hold(DriveTime)
Hold(StoreTime)
If (RetrieveJobBuffer.Length = 0 or PickStationBuffer > Maximum – 1) then
Hold(DriveTime)
If (RetrieveJobBuffer.Length > 0 and PickStationBuffer < Maximum) then:
MyRetrieveJob = RetrieveJobBuffer.FirstElement
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MyRetrieveJob.LeaveQueue(RetrieveJobBuffer)
MyTote = Storage.FirstElement
MyTote.LeaveQueue(Storage)
MyTote.EnterQueue(PickStationBuffer)

If (RetrieveJobBuffer.Length > 0 and PickStationBuffer < Maximum) then:
MySecondRetrieveJob = RetrieveJobBuffer.FirstElement

If MyRetrieveJob.Name = MySecondRetrieveJob.Name then:
MySecondTote = Storage.FirstElement
MySecondTote.LeaveQueue(Storage)
MySecondTote.EnterQueue(PickStationBuffer)
RetrieveTime = RetrieveTimeDouble
MySecondRetrieveJob.Free
DriveTime = DriveTimeDistr.Sample

Hold(DriveTime)
Hold(RetrieveTime)
Hold(DriveTime)
Hold(DepositTime)
MyRetrieveJob.Free

7.1.4 Pick-station
The pick-station removes the first tote from the pick-station buffer. If there are more products in the
tote than ordered products, the number of ordered products is picked and the tote is put in the ASRS
buffer. If an equal number or more products are ordered, all products from the tote are picked and
the tote is put in the empty totes buffer.

After each pick the pick-station hold the pick time of the product, where after the ordered product and
the corresponding product are removed from the simulation and thus removed from the order and
stock respectively. If an order is empty (all ordered articles from the order are picked) the order is
removed from the pick order buffer and the system.

Repeat the following actions:

Wait while pick-station buffer is empty
Remove tote from pick-station buffer
Repeat while tote is not empty and pick order buffer is not empty:
Remove article from tote
Remove ordered article from to pick articles
Find pick order the ordered article is in
Remove ordered article from pick order
If pick order is empty remove it from pick order buffer and system
Remove ordered article from reserved stock
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Work picking time
Remove article from system
Remove ordered article from system
If tote is empty put it in empty totes buffer, else put it in ASRS buffer

PickStation.Process
Repeat

While PackStationBuffer.Length = 0 Standby
MyTote = PickStationBuffer.FirstElement
MyTote.LeaveQueue(PickStationBuffer)

While (MyTote.Length > 0 and PickOrderBuffer.Length > 0) do:
MyArticle = MyTote.FirstElement
MyArticle.LeaveQueue(MyTote)
MyOrderedArticle = ToPickArticles.FirstElement
MyOrderedArticle.LeaveQueue(ToPickArticles)
Repeat (PickOrderBuffer.Length)
MyPickOrder = PickOrderBuffer.Element(I – 1)
If MyOrderedArticle.IsInQueue(MyPickOrder) = True then Break
MyOrderedArticle.LeaveQueue(MyPickOrder)

If MyPickOrder.Length = 0 then MyPickOrder.LeaveQueue(PickOrderBuffer) and
MyPickOrder.Free
MyOrderedArticle.LeaveQueue(ReservedStock)

Hold(PickTime)
MyArticle.Free
MyOrderedArticle.Free

If MyTote.Length = 0 then MyTote.EnterQueue(EmptyTotesBuffer) else
MyTote.EnterQueue(ASRSbuffer)

7.1.5 Retrieve job generator
When the amount of orders in the pick order buffer is smaller than the number of orders that can be
picked simultaneously and there is an order in the order buffer, the retrieve job generator removes an
order from the order buffer and puts it in the pick order buffer. The number of ordered products of
the same kind is compared with the contents of the tote with the corresponding products. The
number of totes required to pick all ordered articles is calculated. For each tote a retrieve job is
created and put in the retrieve job buffer.

Repeat the following actions:

Wait while order buffer is empty or pick order buffer is full
Remove order from order buffer
Repeat the following until all ordered articles are in to pick articles queue:
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Put ordered article in to pick articles queue
Put ordered article in to retrieve articles queue
Put order in pick order buffer
Repeat the following until to retrieve articles queue is empty
Repeat for number of articles in tote or until retrieve articles queue is empty
Remove ordered article from to retrieve articles queue
Create retrieve job
Put retrieve job in retrieve job buffer

RetrieveJobGenerator.Process
Repeat

While (OrderBuffer.Length = 0 or PickOrderBuffer.Length > Maximum - 1) Standby
MyOrder = OrderBuffer.FirstElement
MyOrder.LeaveQueue(OrderBuffer)
Repeat (MyOrder.Length)
MyOrderedArticle = MyOrder.FirstElement
MyOrderedArticle.EnterQueue(ToPickArticles)
MyOrderedArticle.EnterQueue(ToRetrieveArticles)
MyOrder.EnterQueue(PickOrderBuffer)

While ToRetrieveArticles.Length > 0 do
MyTote = Storage.FirstElement

If MyTote.Length > ToRetrieveArticles.Length then Number =
ToRetrieveArticle.Length else Number = MyTote.Length
Repeat (Number)
MyOrderedArticle = ToRetrieveArticles.FirstElement
MyOrderedArticle.LeaveQueue(ToRetrieveArticlesQueue)
NewRetrieveJob = RetrieveJob.Create
NewRetrieveJob.EnterQueue(RetrieveJobBuffer)

7.1.6 Totes creator
The totes creator creates a tote and puts it in the empty totes buffer when the empty totes buffer is
empty. It is only there to derive how many totes are required. After a while there are enough totes in
the system, because empty totes return from the pick-station into the empty totes buffer; the totes
creator then just stands by.

Repeat the following actions:

Wait while empty totes buffer is not empty
Create tote
Put tote in empty totes buffer
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TotesCreator.Process
Repeat

While EmptyTotesBuffer.Length = 0 Standby
NewTote = Tote.Create
NewTote.EnterQueue(EmptyTotesBuffer)

7.1.7 Order Creator
The simulation is run for a year (simulation time). Each day the order creator creates orders and fills
these with ordered products. How many products are ordered is sampled from a distribution. The
orders are then placed in the order buffer. The order creator also places the products in the reserved
stock, enabling the production lines to compare the reserved stock with the actual stock.

Repeat the following actions for a year (simulation time):

Wait a day
Repeat the following for the number of customers:
Create order
Repeat the following for the number of articles ordered
Create ordered article
Put ordered article in reserved stock
Put ordered article in order
Put order in order buffer

OrderCreator.Process
Repeat (NumberOfDays)

Hold(24*60*60)
Repeat(NumberOfCustomers)
NewOrder = Order.Create
NrOfArticles = NrOfArticlesDistr.Sample
Repeat(NrOfArticles)
NewOrderedArticle = OrderedArticle.Create
NewOrderedArticle.EnterQueue(ReservedStock)
NewOrderedArticle.EnterQueue(NewOrder)
NewOrder.EnterQueue(OrderBuffer)

7.1.8 Model Creator
The model creator created all buffers and elements with their attributes in the simulation and start
them. A PDL of this is shown below.
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ModelCreator.Process
ReservedStock = Queue.Create
Stock = Queue.Create
Storage = Queue.Create
PackRobotBuffer = Queue.Create
ToRetrieveArticles = Queue.Create
ToPickArticles = Queue.Create
OrderBuffer = Queue.Create
PickOrderBuffer = Queue.Create
PickStationBuffer = Queue.Create
EmptyTotesBuffer = Queue.Create
ETC = EmptyTotesCreator.Create
ETC.Start
PS = PickStation.Create
PS.Start
RJG = RetrieveJobGenerator.Create
RJG.Start
OC = OrderCreator.Create
OC.NrOfArticlesDistr = Distribution.Create
OC.Start
Repeat(NumberOfProductionLines)
PL = ProductionLine.Create
PL.Start
Repeat(NumberOfPackRobots)
PR = PackRobot.Create
PR.Start
Repeat(NumberOfASRS)
Crane = ASRS.Create
Crane.DriveTimeDistr = Distribution.Create
Crane.Start

7.2 Experiment plan
In this paragraph a plan is presented for the simulation. The simulation is built according paragraph
7.1. This paragraph defines the number of elements in the simulation, the distributions used in the
ASRS and the order creator, and the inputs. The number of elements and their capacities correspond
to the number of elements in the design in chapter 6; this means five production lines, two pack
robots, two ASRSs and a pick-station.

The capacities and batch sizes of the production lines depend on the handled products. The capacities
are converted to production times by dividing the capacity per hour by 3600 seconds. The simulation
measures in seconds. A list of the production times per product can be found in appendix D1:
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Production Time Products per Category. The setting time of the production lines is kept constant and
set to six hundred seconds, which is the same as the setting time used by the planning department in
the current situation.

The amount of products per cycle of the pack robots and the amount of products per tote depend on
the handled products. A list of these amounts per product can be found in appendix D2: Products per
Cycle of Pack Robot. The cycle time of the pack robots is set to six seconds, according to RobertPack,
the manufacturer of the pack robots in the design. Once a tote is filled with products, the pack robot
holds it until another tote with the same products is ready. This way two totes containing the same
products arrive at the ASRS, enabling it to store two totes at a time.

The distance driven to the storage or retrieval position and the storage or retrieval time determine the
capacity of the ASRS. The storage or retrieval time depends on whether one or two totes are handled
simultaneously. According to SSI Schäfer, the manufacturer of the ASRS in the design, the storage or
retrieval time for a single tote is 3.7 seconds and for two totes 4.5 seconds. The maximum
acceleration is four meters per square second and the maximum velocity is five meters per second.
The distance to the first storage slot is one meter; to the last it is twelve meters. Each half-meter in
between is a slot. The drive time to each slot can be calculated and is shown in a table and a graph in
Figure 7-3. An almost straight line can be drawn across the data points, so a uniform distribution
between one and 3.65 is used to determine the drive time.

Figure 7-3: Drive time ASRS
The pick time used by the pick-station is estimated to be two seconds per product, based on two
pickers, simultaneously picking to eight pallets. In the current situation workers pick two hundred
products on average. This is including breaks. On a working day of net seven hours, 225 products are
picked on average per hour. From experience is known that three quarters of the time is used for
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walking, scanning, and waiting for replenishment of the products in the pick location. In the design of
chapter 6, these activities are not required anymore, so four times a many products could be picked,
nine hundred products per hour. In the design also two pickers are predicted, leading to 1800
products per hour; this is two seconds picking time per product.

The order creator uses a distribution to determine the amount of products per order. For each article
number is sampled from the corresponding distribution. The distributions are made based on the
amounts ordered in the researched year. Each time a certain amount of a product was ordered is
counted. If for example three products of a certain article number were ordered two times, and of the
same article number five products were ordered four times; the chance for five ordered products is
two times as large as the change for three products. Every amount is placed the number of times in
the distribution as ordered, so in the forgoing example three is placed two times in the distribution
and five products four times. This leads to a uniform distribution.

For the experiment the simulation is ran several times, each time altering the seeds for the
distributions. From the simulation graphs are made for the lengths of the buffers and for the picking
time. These results differ with the change of the seeds, but if the results stay within a certain range, it
can be stated what the results are independent of the seeds.

7.3 Results
This paragraph shows the results of the simulation. The simulation is made to verify the collaboration
between the elements in the automation, based on the specifications of the manufacturers. To do
this, output graphs are made of the lengths of buffers. If the buffers stay within acceptable sizes, the
capacities of the elements are satisfying. For the pick-station buffer no graph is made, because this
length is by definition kept to a certain maximum level; the ASRS retrieves no totes when the pickstation buffer is full. Instead of that a graph is made of the picking time per day.
Of the graphs three characteristics can be distinguished: the average, the 95th percentile and the
maximum. The average is the average of the data the graph exists of. The 95th percentile is the
number for which ninety five percent of the data are under. The maximum is the maximum value of
the graph.

The simulation is run ten times for a year (simulation time). For each run the seeds for the
distributions are changed. For the seeds the preprogrammed Tomas seeds are used that guarantee
independent sampling for at least 1 000 000 samples. The Tomas seeds used are shown in Table 7.1.
In the first column the simulation run is shown. In the second column is the seed for the order
creator. The third and fourth columns show the seeds for the ASRSs. The seed used when seed(1) is
entered is not one, but predefined Tomas seed one.
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Run
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Seed Order creator
Seed(1)
Seed(2)
Seed(3)
Seed(4)
Seed(6)
Seed(10)
Seed(15)
Seed(25)
Seed(50)
Seed(175)

Seed ASRS 1
Seed(3)
Seed(1)
Seed(2)
Seed(3)
Seed(7)
Seed(12)
Seed(17)
Seed(35)
Seed(69)
Seed(652)

Seed ASRS 2
Seed(3)
Seed(1)
Seed(2)
Seed(5)
Seed(8)
Seed(14)
Seed(19)
Seed(45)
Seed(88)
Seed(731)

Table 7.1: Tomas seeds used in the simulation runs
The first buffer investigated is the pack robot buffer. This buffer consists of five separate buffers, one
for each production line. For each simulation run a graph like the one in Figure 7-4 is made. The
graphs for all simulation runs can be found in appendix F1: Graphs Pack Robot Buffers.

Figure 7-4: Graph pack robot buffers
In the legend beneath the graph are the characteristics per buffer. These characteristics are
summarized for all ten runs in tables. In the top row is the production line. Table 7.2 shows the
average, Table 7.3 the 95th percentile and Table 7.4 the maximum.
20
0.6
0.6
0.6
0.6
0.6
0.6
0.6
0.6
0.7
0.6

12
14.1
13.7
13.8
13.4
13.6
13.7
13.6
14.1
13.8
13.6

15
0.8
0.6
1.0
0.7
0.6
0.8
0.7
0.6
0.9
0.8

17/19
15.6
15.7
15.8
15.4
15.5
15.6
15.5
15.7
15.5
15.8

4
5.8
5.8
5.8
5.8
5.8
5.8
5.8
5.8
5.8
5.8

Table 7.2: Pack robot buffers average
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20
4.0
3.0
0.0
0.0
3.1
4.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

12
31.1
31.0
31.0
29.9
30.0
32.0
30.0
33.2
30.6
29.8

15
0.0
0.0
0.0
2.1
0.0
0.0
2.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

17/19
61.2
50.3
61.2
29.4
32.0
61.0
33.0
44.4
29.4
61.5

4
4.5
4.5
4.5
4.5
4.5
4.5
4.5
4.5
4.5
4.5

17/19
234
245
201
250
248
225
270
258
254
261

4
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9

Table 7.3: Pack robot buffers 95th percentile
20
35
35
39
35
35
39
39
37
37
39

12
125
129
130
127
129
129
133
129
127
130

15
56
66
53
53
48
55
53
55
67
63

Table 7.4: Pack robot buffers maximum
For investigation of the capacity especially the maxima of the buffers are important. The maxima for
production line 17/19 are the largest, because these products are produced in large quantities in a
short time span. The products however are relatively small and fit with twenty-four in a tote. If the
270 units in Table 7.4 (maximum for production line 17/19) is multiplied by the length of the order
unit, it results in a maximum length of 54 meters. Because the full length of 65 meters of the
conveyors in the concept design can be used to buffer products, the capacity of the pack robot is said
to be satisfying the requirements, based on the maxima in Table 7.4.

The pack robots or the pick-station place the totes in the ASRS buffer. This buffer consists of two
separate buffers, one for each ASRS. The lengths of the buffers are measured in totes. A graph like
the one in Figure 7-5 is made for each run. All graphs can be found in appendix F2: Graphs ASRS
Buffers.

Figure 7-5: Graph ASRS buffers
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The characteristics shown in the legend of the figure are summarized for the simulation runs in Table
7.5. The rows represent the simulation runs, one run on a row. The average is in the first column, the
95th percentile in the second and the maximum in the third column. The values for the two buffers
turn out to be the same, except for three values for the maximum; for these, two values are placed in
the same cell.
Average
0.8
0.8
0.8
0.8
0.8
0.8
0.8
0.8
0.8
0.8

95th percentile
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0

Maximum
4.0
4.0/5.0
4.0
4.0
4.0
4.0
4.0
5.0/4.0
4.0/5.0
4.0

Table 7.5: ASRS buffers
The maximum value for the ASRS buffer measured during the simulation runs is five totes. The
maximum buffer length in the concept design is eleven totes. Therefore the capacity of the ASRS is
satisfying.

The next buffer is the pick-station buffer. For this buffer no graphs are made, because these buffers
are kept below a maximum by design. Instead of graphs of the length of the buffer, graphs of the pick
time are made, like the one in Figure 7-6. Graphs of all runs are shown in appendix F3: Graphs Pick
Time.

Figure 7-6: Graph pick time
The averages shown in the legends of the graph are summarized in the first column of Table 7.6. The
95th percentiles are in the second column and the maxima in the third column.

The average pick time is 2.9 or three hours for each simulation run. This is with two pickers. The total
man-hours over the year are thus two times three hours times 366 days (including a leap-day) and
are 2196 man-hours. The maximum of the simulation runs is five hours, where less than seven hours
was required. The capacity of the pick-station is thus satisfying according the simulation.
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Average
2.9
3.0
3.0
2.9
2.9
2.9
3.0
3.0
3.0
2.9

95th percentile
3.8
3.9
4.0
3.8
3.8
3.7
3.8
3.9
3.9
3.9

Maximum
4.6
5.5
5.0
4.3
4.8
4.3
4.4
4.6
4.6
5.0

Table 7.6: Pick time
Partially filled totes are, after picking, returned from the pick-station to the ASRS buffer. Empty totes
are put in the empty totes buffer. Also data of the empty totes buffer are collected during the
simulation. Each time the length of the buffer mutates the length is stored in the memory. Of these
data graphs like the one in Figure 7-7 are made. All graphs are shown in appendix F4: Graphs Empty
Totes Buffer.

Figure 7-7: Graph empty totes buffer
The characteristics of the graphs are shown in Table 7.7 for the ten simulation runs. In the left
column are the averages. The 95th is in the second column and the maximum in the third column.
Average
337.2
336.1
330.7
333.8
332.8
326.4
428.7
315.1
325.3
344.4

95th percentile
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.0
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.0

Maximum
648
599
646
622
699
621
760
604
660
631

Table 7.7: Empty totes buffer
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The maximum as shown in the table is 760 totes in the empty totes storage. However, from the
graphs can be seen that at the times maxima occur, the minimum level of the empty totes buffer is
also high. This means a lot of totes are not used for at least a few days. Therefore it is more plausible
to install storage for five hundred empty totes and place the other totes in the automated storage or
store the totes temporarily on pallets.

The results of the simulation show that, also when stochastic is introduced, the collaboration of the
elements is satisfying the requirements. In terms of capacity the design is satisfying.
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8 Financial Feasibility of the Automation
For the design as described in chapter 6 the net present value is derived. To do this the total
investment is calculated in paragraph 8.1, the cash flows per year are derived in paragraph 8.2 and
the net present value of the investment is given in paragraph 8.3.

8.1 Investment
The investment consists of the initial costs made to design and install the automation and to manage
this process. These are costs before the automation is operational.

The initial costs consist of the transportation system, the robot cell, the automated storage and
retrieval system including the pick-station, the empty totes buffer and the totes. Furthermore project
costs, costs for adaptation of the building and the existing software and unforeseen costs are
calculated.

The costs of the conveyor for the transportation system are three hundred euros per meter, according
to experience on existing conveyors. One 191 meters are required, so the total investment costs for
the transportation system are € 57 300.00.

The total budget price of the robot cell, including the two robots as shown in Figure 6-3 and
installation, is € 297 500.00 according to RobertPack (appendix G1: Offer RobertPack).

The automated storage and retrieval system including the pick-station as designed by SSI Schafer has
an indication price of € 750 000.00 (appendix G2: Offer SSI Schäfer).

SSI Schafer also budgeted the mezzanine and the empty totes buffer including an elevator. The
indication price for these together is € 250 000.00 (appendix G2: Offer SSI Schäfer).

The LTB6420 totes of SSI Schafer are priced at € 13.05 per tote. In total 3200 totes are required,
resulting in total totes costs of € 41 760.00 (appendix G2: Offer SSI Schäfer).

The project costs are the costs made to run the project, including management, also referred to as
overhead costs. These costs are estimated to be € 150 000.00.

The adaptations of the building result in costs. Adaptations are needed to let the conveyor pass walls
and to remove pallet racking and install flow racks in other racking. The construction of the mezzanine
and the automated storage and retrieval system are already included in the specified costs. The
adaptation costs are estimated to be € 50 000.00.
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The software of the robot cell and the software of the ASRS and pick-station are budgeted in the
offers. The existing software of the warehouse management system and pick order software however,
has to be adapted to the new software. Costs of € 100 000.00 are estimated.

The unforeseen costs are normally set to five percent of the total investment costs (PMWiki, 2013).

The investment is summarized in Table 8.1 below.
Item
Conveyor
Robot cell
ASRS and pick-station
Empty totes buffer and mezzanine
Totes
Project costs
Adaptations building
Adaptations software
Subtotal
Unforeseen costs (5% of total)
Total

Price
€ 57 300
€ 297 500
€ 750 000
€ 250 000
€ 41 760
€ 150 000
€ 50 000
€ 100 000
€ 1 696 560
€ 84 828
€ 1 781 388

Table 8.1: Summary investment

8.2 Cash Flows
Cash flows in the years after installment of the automation consist of positive and negative
contributions. The positive contributions are the cash flows that are beneficial to the profit, due to
automation. Negative cash flows are expenses due to changes made to the current situation.

The positive cash flows consist of the man-hours saved by automation, the currently used labor. The
negative cash flows consist of the required hours for the pickers at the pick-station, the costs for
pallet space rental, the electrical costs of the system and the maintenance costs. All man-hours are
multiplied by € 21.00 euros, the costs per hour for temporary staff as employed by Johma. Also tax
costs are cash flows.

The currently used labor is calculated in paragraph 3.5. The items below are summarized in Table 8.2.

The labor used to place the products on pallets is 9187 man-hours per year. Multiplied by twenty-one
euros per hour this results in labor costs of € 192 927 per year.

The transportation of the pallet from the production line to the pallet track takes 238 man-hours per
year, which is € 4 997 per year. However this time is saved by automation, it cannot be seen as a
positive cash flow, because the employee cannot take one-minute breaks.

The scanning, labeling and storing of the pallets currently takes 754 man-hours per year, € 15 825.

Retrieving of the pallets takes 788 man-hours per year, € 16 548.
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The pickers currently need 6124 man-hours of picking time per year, € 128 614.

In the concept design still two pickers are needed, but the pickers can stay at the pick-station and the
goods come to them. From the simulation is known that it takes two employees three hours per day
to pick the products to customers-dedicated pallets, so two times three times 366 days is 2196 manhours. It is also known that in a man-to-goods system, as in the current situation, two third of the
picking time is used by walking; this roughly corresponds to the picking time derived by simulation.
The pickers in the automation cost € 46 116 per year.

Energy costs are left outside the scope as well as benefits of using less equipment like forklifts. These
costs and benefits are expected to be roughly the same, so there is no net contribution.

Due to the loss of pallet space by installing the automation, pallet space has to be rented in busy
periods. How many pallets and how often is not known however. Also the costs for this space are not
known. The negative cash flow due to the loss of storage space is therefore not known and ignored in
the calculation of the total cash flows per year. If the net present value in the next paragraph is
positive, these cash flows still have to be calculated.

The costs for maintenance are expected to be two percent of the investment as calculated in
paragraph 8.1 without the project costs and adaptations to the building. The yearly expenses are
expected to be € 27 931.

Above items are summarized in Table 8.2. The cost savings are, as the man-hours, calculated per
year.

Item
Palletizing
Pallet to pallet track
Labeling and storing
Retrieving pallets
Picking
Pickers in design
Energy
Pallet space rental
Maintenance
Total

Saved man-hours

Cost savings
9187
754
788
6124
- 2196
-

€ 192 927
€ 15 825
€ 16 548
€ 128 614
- € 46 116
?
- € 27 931
€ 279 867

Table 8.2: Cash flow per year

Over positive cash flows twenty-five percent corporation tax has to be paid. Although depreciation is a
noncash expense (no cash flow), it is important because it reduces taxable income; it provides an
annual tax shield (Brealey, 2009). A maximum of twenty percent of the investment can be written-off
per year, according to law (Rijksoverheid, 2013). The investment is then fully written-off in five years.
In the first five year can the investment thus provides a tax shield of twenty percent of € 1 781 388,
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which is € 356 278. This leads to a larger shield than cash flow in the first five years after installment
due to this investment. Supposed the company as a whole has a positive result, the residual shield
due to this investment can be applied to the total company result. The difference between the writeoff and the total cash flow in Table 8.2 is € 76 411. Twenty-five percent corporation tax of that is € 19
103. After the first five years corporation tax has to be paid over the result of Table 8.2; € 69 967. In
the first five years after installment the cash flows due to corporate tax are positive and € 19 103,
thereafter the cash flows are - € 69 967.

The total cash flows are shown in Table 8.3 below.
Period after
installment
First five years
Thereafter

Cash flow before
tax
€ 279 867
€ 279 867

Corporation tax
(25%)
€ 19 103
- € 69 967

Total cash flow
€ 298 970
€ 209 900

Table 8.3: Total cash flow per year

8.3 Net Present Value
To judge whether a project is worth the investment, often the net present value is calculated. This is
seen as the purest financial tool to judge an investment, because it takes the time value of money
into account. A euro invested today cannot be invested in something else and a euro earned back can
be invested or put in the bank to benefit from interest. The net present value is the value of an
investment and the future cash flows generated by that investment expressed in current value.

The net present value (NPV) is calculated with the next formula:
NPV = C0 + ∑ { Ct / ( ( 1 + r )t ) } (Brealey, 2009)
C0 is the investment in year 0, so a negative value
Ct is the cash flow in year t
r is the opportunity cost of investing the money for a year
t is the year the cash flow is generated in

The net present value is the value of the cash flows of future years discounted at a certain interest
rate (opportunity cost r) plus the investment in year zero (negative). The investment C0 is calculated
in paragraph 8.1 to be € 1 781 388. The cash flows Ct are calculated in paragraph 8.2 to be € 298 970
in the first five years after installment and € 209 900 in the years thereafter. The interest rate r
depends on the opportunity to invest the money elsewhere, the requested rate of return of the
investors or the interest rate of the bank, the inflation rate and the risk of the investment. The interest
rate is therefore arbitrary and in consultation with Johma set to ten percent.

The net present value depends besides on the interest rate, on the number of cash flows taken into
account. These are both choices of the company and depend on policy. The number of cash flows
taken into account depends on the forecast the investment generates money and is set to ten years.
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The net present value is calculated to be:
NPV = - € 1 781 388 + € 298 970 / 1.11 + € 298 970 / 1.12 + € 298 970 / 1.13 + € 298 970 / 1.14 + €
298 970 / 1.15 + € 209 900 / 1.16 + € 209 900 / 1.17 + € 209 900 / 1.18 + € 209 900 / 1.19 + € 209
900 / 1.110 = - € 153 998 (negative)

The net present value is negative, approximately minus € 154 000, even though the rental for pallet
space is not calculated in the cash flows. From a financial point of view it is advised not to proceed
with automation to this extend. The benefits of decreasing the man-hours do not cover the
investment.
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9 Conclusions
The goal of the research is to give alternatives for the automation of the internal logistics between the
nonbulk production lines and the client-dedicated pallet ready for transport at Johma, and to give the
net present value of the best alternative. For this automation requirements are defined.

Alternatives for the automated storage and retrieval system are: horizontal carousel, lifting beam,
shuttle and miniload. Of the horizontal carousel three systems are required, instead of two systems of
the other alternatives. Presuming the same order of magnitude for the costs of all systems, the
carousel alternative is rejected based on productivity. The beam of the lifting beam system has a
maximum length of ten meters. For flexibility of future expansion of the automated storage and
retrieval system, for example for products from other production lines, the lifting beam system is
rejected. The beam cannot be extended, opposed to the aisles of the miniload and shuttle system.
The choice for miniload or shuttle system is inconclusive based on the provided characteristics.
Because just one manufacturer offers the shuttle system and the miniload system is proven
technology, the miniload is chosen to be in the concept design.

The miniload can handle totes, trays or pallets. For satisfying input and output capacity for all storage
modules two miniloads are required. Pallets have to be stabilized by stretch wraps, resulting in an
additional machine in the return flow from the pick-station. Based on productivity the pallet storage
module is rejected. A pilot is started to deliver salads in crates to supermarkets, instead of on pallets.
These crates have the same dimensions as the totes and the miniload is able to handle both in case a
tote handling system is installed. For flexibility totes are chosen over trays.

A robot cell, transportation system, pick-station and empty totes storage complete the designed
concept. The robot cell places the salads in the totes using a combination of vacuum and clamp
gripper. The transportation system consists of conveyors. At the pick-station pickers retrieve the
salads from the totes and place them on a pallet. If the tote is empty afterwards, it is conveyed to the
empty totes storage, otherwise back to the automated storage and retrieval system. The empty totes
storage buffers empty totes until needed at the robot cell.

The total investment for the automation is € 1 781 388. The cash flows in the first five years after
installment are € 298 970 and € 209 900 in the five years thereafter. After ten years the cash flows
generated by the automation are set to zero. The interest rate for the net present value is set to ten
percent. This together leads to a net present value of - € 153 998 (negative).
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The capacity requirements of the automation depend on the expected demand of salads. The
automation is intended for the nonbulk production lines, mostly producing salads for the professional
market. Because the demand for salads for the professional market is not expected to change over
time, the future demand is based on historical data. Therefore the current production capacity is
satisfying and the required input capacity for the automation is the maximum production capacity.
This is 2*103 order units per hour, or 225 totes per hour. The current maximum output per day is
divided by seven picking hours to determine the required output capacity of the automation. This is
1.5*103 order units per hour, or 200 totes per hour. The required storage capacity is the maximum
amount of products stored in the researched year (from June the first 2011 till May the thirty-first
2012), plus ten percent shuffling space: 25*103 order units, or 2380 totes.

The automation should lead to cost reduction, so having a positive net present value. It should have
enough product flexibility to handle all the products currently produced on the concerned production
lines and to handle new products in the future. By automating, the production flexibility goes up,
because within the capacity the automation is always available. Automation also leads to better quality
of work, because the physical labor is reduced.

Because the automation has a negative net present value the conclusion is to not fully automate.
Based on this research the savings on man-hours do not exceed the costs of automation.

It could be beneficial to automate just a part of the internal logistics process of the products of the
nonbulk production lines. The largest savings by automation are accomplished at the palletizing
function, yearly almost € 200 000. A pack robot is estimated to cost around € 300 000. A problem is
the required and scarce space near the production lines. Research is recommended for this possibility.

General conclusion of this research is: automation can only be financially beneficial if enough labor is
saved.
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Appendix A: Scientific Research Paper
On the following six pages the scientific research paper belonging to this report is shown. The paper can
also be found on the attached compact disc in the back of this report.
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Appendix B: Output Matrix
The output matrices are derived from data from the warehouse management system at Johma. These
data are placed in a matrix on a worksheet in Excel. Because of the size of this matrix the Excel file is
on the attached compact disc in the back of this report.

B1: Output Matrix Order Units
The first sheet of the file ‘Appendix B Output Matrix.xls’

B2: Output Matrix Totes
The second sheet of the file ‘Appendix B Output Matrix.xls’

B3: Output Matrix Trays
The third sheet of the file ‘Appendix B Output Matrix.xls’

B4: Output Matrix Pallets
The fourth sheet of the file ‘Appendix B Output Matrix.xls’
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Appendix C: Storage Matrix
The storage matrices are derived from data from the warehouse management system at Johma.
These data are placed in a matrix on a worksheet in Excel. Because of the size of this matrix the Excel
file is on the attached compact disc in the back of this report.

C1: Storage Matrix Order Units
The first sheet of the file ‘Appendix B Storage Matrix.xls’

C2: Storage Matrix Totes
The second sheet of the file ‘Appendix B Storage Matrix.xls’

C3: Storage Matrix Trays
The third sheet of the file ‘Appendix B Storage Matrix.xls’

C4: Storage Matrix Pallets
The fourth sheet of the file ‘Appendix B Storage Matrix.xls’
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Appendix D: Product Properties for Simulation
In this appendix the properties of the products for simulation are shown per product category. In
appendix D1 the production time is given and in appendix D2 the amount of products per cycle.

D1: Production Time Products per Category
In the table below the net production time as in the current situation at Johma is shown per product
category. These production times are used in the simulation.
Category
Qizini
Professional 5kg
Xxx
Horesca
Professional 2.5kg
ARO
Hamal
Cold Dish
Baker Bart
World Wide
Gourmet
Trio
Portion Pack
Coleslaw Portion
Portion Beef Salad

Production time
per order unit (s)
12.0
6.7
6.7
6.7
6.0
6.7
12.0
40.0
16.0
2.0
2.0
12.0
4.7
9.0
21.2

Production time per category

D2: Products per Cycle of Pack Robot
In the table below the amount of products the pack robot handles per cycle is shown. This differs
from the amount of products per tote, because a tote contains multiple layers of products. These data
are used in the simulation.
Category
Qizini
Professional 5kg
Xxx
Horesca
Professional 2.5kg
ARO
Hamal
Cold Dish
Baker Bart
World Wide
Gourmet
Trio
Portion Pack
Coleslaw Portion
Portion Beef Salad

Amount of
products per cycle
1
1
1
1
1
1
6
1
1
4
6
3
4
4
2

Amount of products per cycle pack robot
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Appendix E: Capacity Calculations Miniload and Shuttle
The capacities of the miniload and shuttle system are calculated in an Excel file. This file can be found
on the attached compact disc and in named: ‘Appendix E Capacity Calculations Miniload and
Shuttle.xls’.
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Appendix F: Graphs of Results Simulation
The graphs corresponding to the various simulation runs can be found on the attached compact disc
in the back of this report. The folder name of these graphs is: ‘Appendix F Graphs of Results
Simulation’.

F1: Graphs Pack Robot Buffers
The graphs of the pack robot buffers are in the folder named: ‘Appendix F1 Graphs Pack Robot
Buffers’.

F2: Graphs ASRS Buffers
The graphs of the ASRS buffers are in the folder named: ‘Appendix F1 Graphs ASRS Buffers’.

F3: Graphs Pick Time
The graphs of the pick times are in the folder named: ‘Appendix F1 Graphs Pick Time’.

F4: Graphs Empty Totes Buffer
The graphs of the empty totes buffer are in the folder named: ‘Appendix F1 Graphs Empty Totes
Buffer’.
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Appendix G: Offers Manufacturers
The AutoCAD drawings and the offers of the manufacturers are on the attached compact disc in
folder: ‘Appendix G Offers Manufacturers’.

G1: Offer RobertPack
Folder ‘Appendix G1 Offer RobertPack’ contains the offer of RobertPack.

G2: Offer SSI Schäfer
Folder ‘Appendix G2 Offer SSI Schäfer’ contains the offer of SSI Schäfer.
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Appendix H: Simulation
The simulation is on the attached compact disc in the back of this report. To be able to run the
simulation, Delphi has to be installed to the computer, together with the freeware ‘Tomas for Delphi’.
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